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Selection criteria for wheels and castors

1.

Select your product.

Wheel

3.

Fixed castor

Press-on band/tyre

Depending on the type of application,
wheels, swivel and ﬁxed castors or
press-on bands/tyres can be used. Swivel
castors will rotate whilst ﬁxed castors will
only operate in the running direction. The
castors can be ﬁtted with a top plate, bolt
hole, stem, expander or plug-in pin.
(Description refer to page 32, 74-79)

Top plate

2.

Swivel castor

Bolt hole

Stem

Expander

Plug-in pin

Determine the required load capacity.
The required load capacity of a wheel
or castor is calculated from the dead
weight of the transport unit and its
additional load, divided by the number
of wheels or castors used. The result is
multiplied by a safety factor which is dependent upon the application conditions.
(Description refer to page 33)

T = Required load capacity of the wheel
or castor
E = Dead weight of the transport unit
Z = Maximum additional load
n = Number of wheels or castors used
S = Safety factor

T = E+Z
n xS

Select from different wheel materials.
The hardness, shape and tread material
have a considerable inﬂuence on the
operational comfort, smooth rolling
performance and starting, rolling and
swivel resistance of the wheels or
castors. Generally, a wheel tread or tyre
should be softer than the ﬂoor otherwise damage to the ﬂoor can occur.
(Description refer to page 38-40)

Material of the tread

Tread & tyre hardness

Operating noise

Pneumatic tyres, soft rubber
Elastic solid rubber, super-elastic solid rubber
Solid rubber, TPE, Softhane®, Besthane® Soft, silicone rubber
TPU, Extrathane®, Besthane®
Steel, cast iron, nylon, polypropylene, phenolic resin
soft

silent

Starting, rolling and swivel resistance. Manoeuvrability.
The starting, rolling and swivel resistance of a
wheel or castor are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by
the tread, bearing type, wheel Ø, total load and
condition of the ﬂoor.
(Description refer to page 34-35)
The manoeuvrability of the transport unit depends
on the number, type and arrangement of the
castors. These factors will also have an inﬂuence
on the load capacity, mobility, guidance, turning
circle and stability of the vehicle.
(Description refer to page 41)

Rolling and swivel resistance

Rolling and swivel resistance

4.

hard noisy

Low rolling resistance
large wheel Ø
hard tread
 high resilience of the tread
 ball bearing
 even floor

Low swivel resistance
(swivel castors)




hard tread
crowned tread
 large offset
 hard, even floor



Load
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Selection criteria for wheels and castors

5.
6

6.

Select the required wheel bearing type.
To select a suitable bearing, the load,
speed, environmental inﬂuences and
the amount of force needed to bring the
transport unit into motion need to be
considered.
Plain bores are simple, rugged and are
greatly resistant to humidity, but have an
unfavourable friction coefficient, resulting
in a relatively high starting and rolling
resistance.

Roller bearings are rugged, have a low
rolling resistance and a low radial bearing
clearance.
Ball bearings offer the best starting and
rolling characteristics, the lowest bearing
clearance, high load capacities and are
suitable for higher speeds.
(Description refer to page 60-61)

Plain bore

Roller bearing

Ball bearing

Corrosion resistance. Temperature resistance. Chemical resistance.
The service life and correct functionality
of a wheel or castor depend amongst
other things on the surface ﬁnish and
resistance of the materials to corrosion,

The table on page 36-37 shows the
chemical resistance of the different
materials.

temperature and chemical substances.
However the type and duration of exposure are also essential factors.

Testing of hydrolysis resistance

7.

You require options?
The function of a wheel or castor can be
supplemented by different options.
For every application or requirement,
suitable options are available:
Wheel and swivel head brakes to lock
the rolling and swivel motion of swivel
castors, foot guards to prevent foot
injuries, electrically conductive treads for
electrostatic discharge protection and
many more.

STOP
FIX

IDEAL
STOP

STOP
TOP

CENTRAL
STOP

A detailed listing of the options can be
looked up on page 80-85.

Please also use our intelligent product conﬁgurator on the internet for assistance

PRODUCTCONFIGURATOR
www.blickle.com

-XVWVWHSVWRƂQGWKHEHVWSURGXFW
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Basics / Terminology

Wheel

Swivel castor

Fixed castor

Press-on band/tyre

Designations:
1 = Tread/tyre
2 = Wheel centre/rim
3 = Hub
4 = Wheel bearing

Designations:
1-3 = Swivel bracket
1 = Top plate ﬁtting
2 = Swivel head (swivel bearing)
3 = Swivel fork
4 = Wheel
5 = Wheel axle

Designations:
1 = Fixed bracket
2 = Wheel
3 = Wheel axle

Designations:
1 = Tread/tyre
2 = Steel-band

Dimensions:
D = Wheel diameter
d = Axle bore diameter
T1 = Hub length
T2 = Wheel width

Wheels consist of tread/tyre, wheel centre/
rim and a wheel bearing.
Depending on their nature, the wheels have
different load capacities, rolling resistances
and rolling qualities. The special characteristics of the individual wheel series are
explained in detail on page 42 onward ‘Blickle
wheel series’.
The sectional drawings of the wheels
included on the product pages show only
examples of each series, and may differ,
depending on the product range.
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Dimensions:
H = Total height/mounting height
F = Offset
A,B = Plate dimensions
a,b = Bolt hole spacing
d = Bolt hole diameter

Swivel castors are vertically rotatable and
make appliances, etc. manoeuvrable. A fork
(swivel fork) is ﬁtted to the ﬁtting element by
a swivel head (swivel bearing).
To enable a smooth swivel motion of the fork,
the wheel is generally ﬁtted with a horizontal
distance between the axis of the swivel
bearing and the wheel (offset).
If correctly dimensioned, the offset allows a
smooth swivelling of the castor without additional tools as well as directional stability.
Swivel castors can be equipped with brake
systems to lock:

Dimensions:
H = Total height/mounting height
A,B = Plate dimensions
a,b = Bolt hole spacing
d = Bolt hole diameter

Fixed castors provide directional stability for
appliances, etc. and cannot be swivelled.

Dimensions:
D = Outer diameter
d = Inner diameter
T2 = Width

Press-on bands/tyres consist of different
elastomers and are equipped with a steel
ring or a steel insert.
Depending on their nature, press-on bands/
tyres have different load capacities, rolling
resistances and rolling qualities. The special
characteristics of the individual press-on
bands/tyres are explained in detail on
page 59 ‘Blickle wheel series’.

the rotary motion of the wheel
(wheel brake)
 the rotary motion of the wheel and the
swivel motion of the fork
(wheel and swivel head brake)
 the swivel motion of the fork
(directional lock).
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Load capacity / Wheel and castor types

Load capacity
In order to determine the required load
capacity of a wheel or castor, the dead
weight of the transport unit, the maximum
additional load and the number of wheels
and castors to be used must be known. By
using four or more wheels or castors, the
load bearing of the individual wheels or
castors can vary.
The required load capacity can be defined
as follows:

T = E+Z x S
n
T = Required load capacity of the wheel
or castor
E = Dead weight of the transport unit
Z = Maximum additional load
n = Number of wheels or castors used
S = Safety factor
The safety factor S reflects the deviation
from the standard application conditions
(even floor, walking speed, load must
act equally on all wheels or castors,
straight travelling, ambient temperatures
between +15° C and +28° C). The safety
factor is influenced by the speed and the
ratio between wheel Ø and height of the
obstacles. A distinction is drawn between
four categories:








Indoor manual transport (height of the
obstacles < 5 % of the wheel Ø):
Safety factor: 1.0 to 1.5
Outdoor manual transport (height of the
obstacles > 5 % of the wheel Ø):
Safety factor: 1.5 to 2.2
Indoor power driven transport (height
of the obstacles < 5 % of the wheel Ø):
Safety factor: 1.4 to 2.0
Outdoor power driven transport:
Safety factor: 2.0 to 3.0

Safety factors do not consider abrasion of
the tread.
Speeds higher than 4 km/h with a reduced
load capacity are possible for wheels and
castors with ball bearings fitted.
If a wheel or a fixed castor is mainly
exposed to static loads, a load capacity
increase up to 25 % can be assumed. With
long endurance times under high loads,
the danger of tread flattening must be
considered.
The load capacity is stated in kg. To convert
it into N, the common factors need to be
implied. The following equation applies
approximately: 1 kg  ؙ1 daN.

www.blickle.com

Blickle light duty
wheels and castors

Blickle wheels and castors
for transport equipment

Blickle heavy duty
wheels and castors

Light duty wheels and castors and compact
castors are mainly used with appliances and
equipment for internal applications. They
are designed for travelling speeds of up to 3
km/h. The maximum load capacity is 280 kg
for light duty wheels and castors and 1750 kg
for compact castors.
They fulfil all requirements for high manoeuvrability of the respective appliances as well
as for maximum smooth rolling performance
at low rolling resistances.
Typical application areas are medical
equipment, display bases, equipment for
large-scale catering establishments, etc.

Wheels and castors for transport equipment
are used in the industrial sector, both indoor
and outdoor. They are designed for travelling
speeds of up to 4 km/h. The maximum load
capacities amount to 900 kg.
Transport equipment wheels and castors
are insensitive to environmental influences,
largely maintenance-free and run trouble-free
over a long period of time.
Typical application areas cover many types
of equipment including pallets, working
platforms, and waste containers.

Heavy duty wheels and castors are used in
application areas with heavy loads and/or
higher travelling speeds.
They have a much sturdier design. To move
extremely heavy loads, two-wheel castors are
also used (twin wheel castors). For vibration
free transport spring-loaded castors are
particularly suitable.
Typical application areas are storage and
industrial trucks, assembly and transport
systems, etc.

Blickle light duty wheels and castors and
compact castors are tested in regards of load
capacity on a rotating bench in acc. to DIN
EN 12530:
The most significant test characteristics are
as follows:
 Speed: 3 km/h
 Temperature: +15° C to +28° C
 Hard, horizontal surface with obstacles of
3 % of the wheel diameter
 Test duration: Number of obstacles crossed
corresponds ten times the wheel diameter
(in mm)
 Break time: Max. 3 min after each 3 min
running time

Blickle wheels and castors for transport
equipment are tested in regards of load
capacity on a rotating bench in acc. to DIN
EN 12532:
The most significant test characteristics are
as follows:
 Speed: 4 km/h
 Temperature: +15° C to +28° C
 Hard, horizontal surface with obstacles
of the following heights:
5 % of the wheel diameter for wheels with
soft tread (hardness < 90° shore A)
2.5 % of the wheel diameter for wheels
with hard tread (hardness ≥ 90° shore A)
 Test duration: 15.000 x wheel circumference, at least 500 obstacles crossed
 Break time: Max. 1 min after each 3 min
running time

Blickle heavy duty wheels and castors are tested in regards of load capacity on a rotating
bench at 4 km/h in acc. to DIN EN 12532 and
at higher speeds to DIN EN 12533:
The most significant test characteristics in
acc. to DIN EN 12532 are as follows:
 Speed: 4 km/h
 Temperature: +15° C to +28° C
 Hard, horizontal surface with obstacles
of the following height:
5 % of the wheel diameter for wheels with
soft tread (hardness < 90° shore A)
2.5 % of the wheel diameter for wheels
with hard tread (hardness ≥ 90° shore A)
 Test duration: 15.000 x wheel circumference, at least 500 obstacles crossed
 Break time: Max. 1 min after each 3 min
running time
The most significant test characteristics to
DIN EN 12533 are as follows:
 Speed: 6 km/h, 10 km/h, 16 km/h, 25 km/h
(norm: max. 16 km/h)
 Temperature: +15° C to +28° C
 Hard, horizontal surface with obstacles
of the following height:
5 % of the wheel diameter for wheels with
soft tread (hardness < 90° shore A)
2.5 % of the wheel diameter for wheels
with hard tread (hardness ≥ 90° shore A)
 Test duration: Number of obstacles crossed
corresponds five times the wheel diameter
(in mm)
 Break time: Max. 1 min after each 3 min
running time

we innovate mobility
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Tread & tyre hardness. Temperature resistance. Starting and rolling resistance.
Operating noise. Floor surface preservation.

Tread & tyre hardness
75° shore A
Temperature resistance

Tread & tyre hardness

Starting and rolling resistance

Operating noise

On the product pages the tread & tyre
hardness is illustrated by an Infobox with a
summary of the speciﬁcation. The further to
the right the mark is situated the harder the
tread or tyre. Therefore, the illustration allows
a fast estimation of the tread & tyre hardness.
The speciﬁcation of the tread & tyre hardness
allows a comparison between the different
wheel series.
The speciﬁcation of the hardness is made for
 elastomers and polyurethanes rated in
shore A,
 hard synthetics rated in shore D and

metals rated in Brinell hardness (HB)

The starting resistance is the force which has
to be overcome to accelerate a wheel from a
passive state to translatory motion.
The force which is necessary to set a wheel
in uniform motion is called rolling resistance.
The starting and rolling resistance depend on
the following factors:
 Wheel Ø
 Tread
 Tread hardness
 Resilience of the tread
 Wheel bearing
 Floor

The more points shown on the scale, the less
vibration and lower noise emission during the
transport of the goods will be noticed.
The basic principle is: The larger the wheel
and softer as well as thicker the tread, the
smoother a vehicle can be moved. This
means that a soft tread associates with lower,
and a harder tread associates with higher
noise emission. With low loads and a soft
surface (i.e carpet), hard wheels with low
noise emission and high operational comfort
can be used.

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

Rolling resistance
excellent
Operating noise
very good
Floor surface preservation
good

Infobox Blickle wheel series

The rolling resistance is caused by a permanent downward and upward deﬂection of the
tread during the rolling motion (hysteresis).

Temperature resistance
The temperature resistance is illustrated
by an Infobox with a summary of the
speciﬁcation.
Marks on the left indicate that the wheels
are suitable in particularly cold temperatures, marks on the right in particularly high
temperatures. Besides the illustration the
application ranges are indicated by concrete
values. In the speciﬁed temperature application range the wheel characteristics such as
tread & tyre hardness, load capacity, starting
and rolling resistance can change.

The measurement of the rolling resistance
is carried out on a test bench. The measured
values are evaluated under ideal conditions:
 Even, free of dirt steel surface without
obstacles
 Speed: 4 km/h
 Temperature: +20° C
 Load: 2/3 of the max. load capacity
Under these standardized constraints the
rolling resistances of the different wheel
series can be compared with each other.
Deviating conditions (ﬂoor condition,
temperature, speed, etc.) must be considered
when deﬁning the equipment frame and
can inﬂuence the rolling resistance values
signiﬁcantly.
The swivel resistance depends on the
following factors:
 Tread
 Tread hardness
 Contact surface
 Offset
 Floor

Floor surface preservation
The situation is similar with ﬂoor surface
preservation. A hard tread affects the surface
more than a soft tread. Therefore a tread
with ﬁve points in the category ﬂoor surface
preservation indicates an exceptionally ﬂoorpreserving behaviour.
Characterizing for ﬂoor surface preservation
is the average ﬂoor pressure. For the different
tread materials the following reference values
can be used:
Pneumatic tyres
Soft rubber
Super-elastic solid rubber
Elastic solid rubber
Solid rubber/polyurethane
(approx. 75° shore A)
Polyurethane
(approx. 92° shore A)
Thermoplastic polyurethane
Polypropylene/nylon
Cast nylon
Cast iron
Steel

~ 0.8
~ 0.8
~ 1.5
~ 1.8
~ 3.5

N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²

~ 8.0 N/mm²
~ 11.0
~ 40.0
~ 60.0
~ 350
~ 500

N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²

Hardness ranges for Blickle wheel series
shore A
shore D

0

50

100

65

95

19

46

0

100
90
450

Brinell HB

180 230
very soft

very hard

Between the different hardness test methods there aren‘t any linear correlations.
The presented values only serve as reference values and were determined empirically.
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Tread & tyre hardness. Temperature resistance. Starting and rolling resistance.
Operating noise. Floor surface preservation.

Rolling resistance of different Blickle tread materials
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(on steel rails)

Load

Wheel
series

Refer to
page

VPA
VGA
VE
V
VPP / VPE
VEHI
VKHT

93
93, 148
132
136-137
139-140
378
386

TPA

88, 145

Tread material

Rubber

Solid rubber

Thermoplastic
rubber-elastomer (TPE)

Wheel
series

Refer to
page

VW
VWPP

154
156

Two-component solid rubber

RD

158

Elastic solid rubber

POEV
ALEV
SE
GEV
DS
REV
GEVN
GEVA
BEV

164
171, 445
180
187
189
448-456
460
467
475-476

Pneumatic tyres

P
PS
PK
PA

192-193
195
197
470

Super-elastic solid rubber

VLE
VLEA
BSEV

202
471
474

Silicone rubber

POSI / ALSI

381

99, 208
213
433
434

Blickle Softhane®
polyurethane-elastomer

ALST
GST
GSTN
GSTA

222, 445
229
461
468

Blickle Besthane® Soft
polyurethane-elastomer

ALBS

238

Blickle Extrathane®
polyurethane-elastomer

Blickle Besthane®
polyurethane-elastomer

POA
PO
POW
SPO
POHI
FPO
HPO

104
276-277, 445
288
300-301
389
435
444

GSPO
SPKGSPO
DSPKGSPO

314
338
340

Polypropylene

PPN

293

Phenolic resin

PHN

394

Cast iron

G
SPK

320, 399
336

Steel

SVS
SPKVS
DSPK
SPKVSN

330
339
341
466

Nylon

Cast nylon
246, 445-446
ALTH
254
SETH
VSTH / GTH 258-259, 446
430
FTH
431
FSTH
HTH
438-440
442-443
HTHW
448-457
RTH
462-463
GTHN
477
BTH
VSB / GB
FPOB
HB
RB
GBN
GBA
BB

Refer to
page

Synthetics

PATH
POTH
FPTH
FPU

Thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU)

Wheel
series

Tread material

Polyurethane

Soft rubber

www.blickle.com

Tread material

268-269, 447
432
441
448-457
464-465
469
478-479

Metal
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Corrosion resistance. Temperature resistance. Antistatic/Electrically conductive.
Chemical resistance.

Zinc-plated, blue
Zinc-plated, yellow
Zinc-nickel
Lacquering
Powder coating

White rust Red rust
~48 h
~144 h

~96 h
~240 h
~720 h
~192 h
~192 h

In case of small damages zinc-plated
surfaces have the advantage that zinc starts
to corrode before steel due to electrochemical
processes. Therefore the bright spot does not
rust. The zinc-plated components undergo an
additional chemical treatment which is called
passivation. A distinction is made between
blue and yellow passivation as the yellow
passivation provides a better protection
against corrosion than blue passivation.
All of our products are in compliance with
9RoHS (directive 2011/65/EU), i.e. they are
Cr6-free.
Advantages of zinc-nickel plating, which can
be additionally passivated and sealed, are
high temperature resistance and prevention
of white rust.
Lacquered components lose their corrosion
protection when the lacquer coating is
damaged. The rust also damages intact
layers which are located directly next to the
affected area.
The cathodic dip painting is an electrochemical process which is used to coat complicated
structures equally in a dipping bath. High
temperature resistance and good surface
quality are two beneﬁts of this process.
With electrostatic powder coating the powder
used for the coating is sprayed on the component and ﬁred afterwards.
Stainless steels have a
well-known good corrosion
behaviour. The primary used
material (1.4301/AISI 304) is a high-alloyed
chromimum-nickel steel.
Synthetics are characterized by a very high
corrosion resistance. Mainly the materials
nylon and polypropylene are used.
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Antistatic/
Electrically conductive
Antistatic/electrically conductive wheels and
castors serve to provide electrostatic discharge which is generated by transport units or
the goods being transported.
A wheel or castor is deemed to be electrically
conductive if the resistance does not exceed
104 Ω (product code suffix: -EL or -ELS).
A wheel or castor is deemed to be antistatic if
the resistance does not exceed 107 Ω (product
code suffix: -AS).
In order to ensure the conductivity of
lacquered components such as rims or
wheel centres, the paint at the ﬁxing points
(the connection to the transport unit) can be
removed.
The effectiveness of the conductivity during
operation can be affected by a dirty tread
or other environmental inﬂuences and
therefore has to be checked by the operator
periodically.

e omb iol bi ti yl i t y
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resistant
conditionally resistant
not resistant
pitting, stress cracks
not speciﬁed

Acetaldehyde
Acetic Acid
Acetone
Acetylene
Acrylic Acid >30° C
Alcyl Alcohol
Alcyl Benzene
Aluminium Acetate (aq)
Amines, aliphatic
Amino Acids
Ammonia (aq)
Ammonium Bicarbonate
Ammonium Carbonate (aq)
Ammonium Chloride (aq)
Ammonium Hydroxide (aq)
Ammonium Nitrate (aq)
Ammonium Rhodanide (aq)
Ammonium Salts (aq)
Ammonium Sulfate (aq)
Amyl Acetate
Amyl Alcohol
Aniline
Anthraquinone
Antiliming (aq)
Aqua Regia
Barium Salts
Beer
Benzene
Blast Furnace Gas
Borax
Boric Acid (aq)
Bromine
Butane
Butter
Calcium Salts (aq)
Carbolineum
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Tetrachloride
Carbonic Acid
Casein

40
10

20

10

10

10

Stainless steel
(V2A, 1.4301, AISI 304)

Surface protection

For example the load capacity and the
stability of synthetics are reduced under cold
temperature or heat.
The load capacity and service life of treads
considerably decrease with higher temperatures. Further, with high static load and high
temperatures the danger of wheel ﬂattening
is increased. For this reason, special treads
and wheel materials were developed which
are also suitable for higher temperatures
(refer to heat-resistant wheels and castors on
page 376-400).
With lower temperatures the rigidity and
hardness of many elastomer treads,
especially rubber- and many polyurethaneelastomers, increase considerably, limiting
the elastic spring characteristics. As special
options polyurethane-elastomers are available which remain elastic and ﬂexible at
temperatures down to -30° C as the hardness
only slightly increases.

Polyurethane (Ether)
Besthane/Besthane Soft

The salt spray test in acc. to DIN EN ISO 9227
is one of the most common test methods
used to check the corrosion protection of
different substances. A salted solution is
sprayed on the components, producing a
corrosive attack and the time is measured (in
hours) until white and red rust appears.

Chemical compounds may have completely
different effects than indicated in the table.
We do not accept any legal liability. In case
of doubts, questions or concerns, we recommend that you contact us for further technical
assistance.

Polyurethane (Ester)
Extrathane/Softhane

The chemical resistance of wheels or castors
must be considered especially in cases where
the components have direct contact with
aggressive substances.
The table below shows orientation values
concerning the chemical resistance of some
materials to chemical substances.
Please note that the chemical resistance does
not only depend on the type of aggressive
substance, but also on the concentration and
the duration of contact as well as other environmental conditions such as temperature
and humidity.

Polypropylene
(PP Copo)

The correct function of a wheel or castor also
depends on the temperature inﬂuence.
The relevant tread temperature results from
the combined effects of ambient temperature
and the heat caused by friction. The degree of
friction is determined by the material, shape
and load of the tread as well as by direction,
length and condition of the covered distance.

Nylon

Steel surfaces of wheel and castor components are zinc-plated or provided with a
protective lacquer coating.

TPE

Chemical resistance.

Rubber

Temperature resistance

Concentration %

Corrosion resistance

0
0
+
+
+
x
+
0
+
+
+
0
0
0
0
x
x

+
+
0
+
+
+
0
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
0
x

0
x
+
+
x
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
0
+
+
x

+
x
+
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
+
x

0
x
0
+
x
0
x
x
x
x
x
x
0
0
+
x
0
x
0
x

+
x
x
+
x
0
0
x
x
x
x
x
+
+
+
x
0
x
+
x

0(L)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0(L)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
x

+
+
x
0
+
+
x
x
x

+
+
x
+
+
0
x
+

0
+
+
+
0
x
+
+

+
+
x
+
+
x
+
+

+
+
x
x
+
0
x
+
+

+
+
x
x
+
+
x
+
+

0(L)
+
+
+
+
+
x
+
+

+
x
0
x
+
-

+
+
x
+
-

x
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
0
x
+
-

0
x
x
x
+
-

0
x
x
x
+
-

+
+
+
+
-
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+
x
x
+
x
0
0
x

+
x
0
+
0
0
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+
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Fatty Acids
Ferrous Chloride (aq)
Ferrous Sulfate (aq)
Fluorine
Formaldehyde
Formamide
Formic Acid
Fufural (Furfurol)
Gelatin
Glacial Acetic Acid
Glucose
Glue
Glycerin
Glycol
Hexane
Hydraulic Oil
Hydrochloric Acid (aq)

10

10
10
30
10

30

30

Ink
Iodine Solution
Isopropyl Chloride
Isopropyl Ether
Lactic Acid
Lead Acetate (aq)
Lead Nitrate (aq)
Magnesium Salts (aq)
Malic Acid
Manganese Salts (aq)
Mercury
Mercury Chloride (aq)
Methyl Alcohol / Methanol
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Methylene Chloride
Methylpyrrolidone
Milk
Mineral Oil
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10
10
10

Stainless steel
(V2A, 1.4301, AISI 304)

De-icing salt
Dichlorbenzene
Dichlorbutylene
Diethylen Glycol
Dimethyl Aniline
Dimethyl Ether
Dimethyl Formamide
Diphyl, 80° C

20

Monobrombenzene
Mortar, cements, lime
Mustard

Polyurethane (Ether)
Besthane/Besthane Soft

x
+
+
+
+
+
+
x
+
+
+

Polyurethane (Ester)
Extrathane/Softhane

Stainless steel
(V2A, 1.4301, AISI 304)

x
0
+
x
+
+
x
+
+
+
x
x

Polypropylene
(PP Copo)

Polyurethane (Ether)
Besthane/Besthane Soft

x
x
+
x
+
+
x
0
0
+
0
0

Nylon

Polyurethane (Ester)
Extrathane/Softhane

x
+
+
x
+
+
+
0
+
+
+
0
0

10
10

resistant
conditionally resistant
not resistant
pitting, stress cracks
not speciﬁed

TPE

Polypropylene
(PP Copo)

x
0
+
+
+
0
+
+
x
0
x
0
+
+

Chlorine (aq)
Chromic Acid (aq)
Citric Acid (aq)
Citrus oils
Clophen
Cobalt Salts (aq)
Coconat Oil
Cottonseed Oil
Cresol
Cupric Chloride (aq)
Cupric Salts (aq)
Cupric Sulfate (aq)
Cyclohexanol
Cyclohexanone

+
0
x
L
-

Rubber

Nylon

0
0
+
0
+
0
x
x
+
+
+
0
0

resistant
conditionally resistant
not resistant
pitting, stress cracks
not speciﬁed

Concentration %

TPE

x
x
+
x
x
x
x
x
+
0
0
0

+
0
x
L
-

Concentration %

Rubber

Corrosion resistance. Temperature resistance. Antistatic/Electrically conductive.
Chemical resistance.
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0
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+
+

Oleic Acid
Oxalic Acid (aq)
Ozone, atmospheric concentration

10
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x
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x
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+
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0
-
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Palmitic Acid
Paraffine
Petrol, Gasoline, Petroleum Ether
Petroleum
Phenyl Ethyl Ether
Phenylbenzene
Phosphoric Acid (aq)
Pine needle oil
Pottasium Chloride (aq)
Pottasium Hydroxide (aq)
Pottasium Sulfate
Propane
Propyl Alcohol

10

Rizinol

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Seawater
Sewages
Silver Nitrate (aq)
Skydrol
Sodium Carbonate (aq)
Sodium Chloride (aq)
Sodium Hydroxide (aq)
Sodium Hypochlorite (aq)
Sodium Nitrate (aq)
Sodium Phosphate (aq)
Sodium Silicate (aq)
Sodium Sulfate (aq)
Sodium Sulﬁde (aq)
Sodium Thiosulfate (aq)
Stearic Acid
Suds, 80° C
Sulfurous Acid (aq)
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Vaseline
Vegetable Oil

x
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Water, hot
Water, cold
Wax, 80° C
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+
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Xylene
Zinc Chloride (aq)
Zinc Rhodanide (aq)
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PAH conform in acc. to EU-directive 2005/69/EC, i.e. free of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

Material description - treads

Tread material

Material description

Options

Solid rubber

Solid rubber tyres are universally suitable, vibration-absorbing, shock-resistant, very ﬂoor-preserving and
resistant to many aggressive substances, except oils (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). Colour black,
grey or dark grey. Solid rubber tyres are suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +80° C.
The hardness is 80°+5°/-10° shore A.
For high temperature applications up to +260° C special heat-resistant tyres are used.



Thermoplastic
rubber-elastomer (TPE)

Thermoplastic rubber-elastomers are ﬂoor-preserving, non-marking and offer a high operational comfort,
low-noise operation, low rolling and swivel resistance and are resistant to many aggressive substances (refer to
‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). Colour grey. Thermoplastic rubber-elastomers are suitable at temperatures
between -20° C and +60° C. The hardness is 85°±3° shore A.
This material contains traces of oil. On absorbent surfaces this can cause some staining.



Electrically conductive,
non-marking, grey,
leak resistance <104 Ω

Soft rubber

‘Blickle Soft’ soft rubber tyres are characterized by a specially developed, highly elastic, soft rubber compound.
These tyres are exceptionally ﬂoor-preserving, vibration-absorbing and resistant to many aggressive substances
except oils (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). They also offer highest operational comfort, low rolling
resistance on uneven surfaces and are suitable as puncture-proof replacements of pneumatic tyres. Colour
black. ‘Blickle Soft’ soft rubber tyres are suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +80° C.
The hardness is 50°+5° shore A.



Non-marking, grey

Two-component solid rubber

‘Blickle Comfort’ two-component solid rubber tyres are very ﬂoor-preserving, vibration-absorbing and resistant
to many aggressive substances except oils (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). Colour black. ‘Blickle
Comfort’ two-component solid rubber tyres are suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +80° C. Due to
the special structure with hard rubber core (90° shore A hardness) and highly elastic rubber tread (65°±4°
shore A), they have a higher load capacity and a lower starting and rolling resistance than solid rubber and offer
a very high operational comfort.



Non-marking, grey
(hardness: 56°±4° shore A)

Elastic solid rubber

Elastic solid rubber tyres are characterized by a special rubber compound. These tyres are very ﬂoor-preserving,
vibration-absorbing, offer a particularly high load capacity, very high operational comfort and are resistant to
many aggressive substances except oils (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). Colour black. Elastic
solid rubber tyres are suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +80° C, temporarily up to +100° C and are
available in two versions:
 Smooth rolling quality: This version is characterized by a particularly low starting and rolling resistance with
high abrasion resistance. The hardness is 65°±3° shore A.
 Drive-quality: This version has a very high abrasion resistance with low starting and rolling resistance.
The hardness is 65°±3° shore A.



Non-marking, grey
Non-marking, blue
Non-marking, natural colour
Friction wheel quality,
70°±5° shore A
Electrically conductive,
leak resistance <104 Ω

Pneumatic tyres

Pneumatic tyres are made of rubber, are exceptionally ﬂoor-preserving, vibration-absorbing and resistant to
many aggressive substances except oils (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). These tyres also offer
highest operational comfort and a low rolling resistance on uneven surfaces. The tyre thickness (strength of the
carcass) is indicated by the ply rating number. The higher the ply rating number, the better the strength. Light
tyres have a ply rating of 2 to 4, heavy tyres 6 to 10. The strength of the carcass determines the maximum
tyre pressure and the load capacity. In order to ensure an optimum efficiency and a long service life, the tyre
pressure values speciﬁed in the respective tables must be therefore strictly adhered to and regularly checked.
A tyre pressure which is either too high or low can damage or destroy the tyre. Colour black. Pneumatic tyres
are suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +50° C. Wheel or tyre dimensions are valid for unloaded, new
tyres and may slightly change in width and diameter during operation.



Non-marking, grey

Super-elastic solid rubber

Super-elastic solid rubber tyres are multi-component tyres.
The rubber core consists of a hard and tough rubber compound with reinforced steel-wire which ensures a
ﬁrm tyre seat on the rim even with high loads. A highly elastic cushion layer ensures a low tyre temperature
even with high loads and at high speeds. The thick, abrasion-resistant tread protects the tyre against external
damages and guarantees a long service life.
Based on the special structure, the tyre is particularly suitable for extremely rough conditions.
These tyres are very ﬂoor-preserving, vibration-absorbing and resistant to many aggressive substances except
oils (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). Colour black.
Super-elastic solid rubber tyres are suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +80° C, temporarily up to
+100° C.
They also offer high operational comfort and a low rolling resistance on uneven surfaces. The advantages over
pneumatic tyres are as follows: Puncture-proof and maintenance-free, good stability, structural stability, precise
steering behaviour and an abrasion-resistant tread.
Wheel or tyre dimensions are valid for unloaded, new tyres and may slightly change in width and diameter
during operation.



Non-marking
Antistatic, leak resistance ≤107 Ω
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Non-marking, grey
Electrically conductive,
leak resistance <104 Ω
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Material description - treads

PAH conform

Pol yuret ha ne

Rubber

Tread material

Material description

Options

Silicone rubber

Heat-resistant silicone-elastomer is very ﬂoor-preserving, non-marking, abrasion-resistant, highly elastic,
suitable for autoclaves, does not degrade over time, odourless, tasteless, physiologically harmless and resistant
to many aggressive substances and UV radiation. The material is, however, not resistant to strong lyes,
chlorinated and aromatic hydrocarbons. Silicone-elastomers only have moderate mechanical characteristics.
They offer a very high operational comfort and only insigniﬁcant permanent deformation. Colour black.
Heat-resistant silicone-elastomer is suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +250° C.
The hardness is 75°±4° shore A.



Non-marking, grey

Thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU)

Thermoplastic, injection-moulded polyurethane-elastomer (TPU) is based on polyesterpolyol (PATH, POTH, FPU
series) or polyetherpolyol (FPTH series), diisocyanate and glycol. It is ﬂoor-preserving, vibration-absorbing, nonmarking, non-staining, elastic, very abrasion-resistant and resistant to many aggressive substances, however,
only conditionally resistant to hot water and water vapour (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). It has
also a low rolling resistance. Colour dark grey. Thermoplastic polyurethane is suitable at temperatures between
-30° C and +70° C, temporarily up to +90° C. At ambient temperatures above +35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
The hardness is 92°± 3°, 94°± 3° resp. 98°± 2° shore A.
Wheels with polyetherpolyol (FPTH series) are hydrolysis resistant (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37).



Electrically conductive,
non-marking, grey,
leak resistance <104 Ω

Blickle Softhane®
polyurethane-elastomer

Blickle Softhane® is a reaction-injected polyurethane-elastomer, based on polyesterpolyol, diisocyanate and
glycol. It is very ﬂoor-preserving, vibration-absorbing, non-marking, non-staining, very abrasion-resistant,
elastic and resistant to many aggressive substances and UV radiation, but not resistant to hot water, water
vapour, hot, humid air and aromatic solvents (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). It also offers a very
high operational comfort, a low rolling resistance and a negligible heating under dynamic load. Colour green.
Blickle Softhane® is suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +70° C, temporarily up to +90° C.
At ambient temperatures under -10° C the rigidity increases.
The hardness is 75°+5° shore A.



Antistatic, non-marking, grey,
leak resistance ≤107 Ω

Blickle Besthane® Soft
polyurethane-elastomer

Blickle Besthane® Soft is a reaction-injected polyurethane-elastomer, based on polyetherpolyol, diisocyanate
and diol. It is very ﬂoor-preserving, non-marking, non-staining, very abrasion-resistant, elastic and resistant
to many aggressive substances and UV radiation (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). It also offers a
very high operational comfort, exceptionally insigniﬁcant permanent deformation, very low rolling resistance,
negligible heating under dynamic load, hydrolysis resistance and is particularly suitable for higher speeds up to
16 km/h. Colour blue.
Blickle Besthane® Soft is suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +70° C, temporarily up to +90° C.
The hardness is 75°+5° shore A.

Blickle Extrathane®
polyurethane-elastomer

Blickle Extrathane® is a reaction-injected polyurethane-elastomer, based on polyesterpolyol, diisocyanate
and glycol. It is ﬂoor-preserving, non-marking, non-staining, very abrasion-resistant, elastic and resistant to
many aggressive substances and UV radiation, but not resistant to hot water, water vapour, hot, humid air
and aromatic solvents (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). It also offers exceptionally insigniﬁcant
permanent deformation, low rolling resistance and negligible heating under dynamic load. Colour light brown.
Blickle Extrathane® is suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +70° C, temporarily up to +90° C.
At ambient temperatures under -10° C the rigidity increases.
The hardness is 92°±3° shore A.



Antistatic, non-marking, grey,
leak resistance ≤107 Ω

Blickle Besthane®
polyurethane-elastomer

Blickle Besthane® is a reaction-injected polyurethane-elastomer, based on polyetherpolyol, diisocyanate and
diol. It is ﬂoor-preserving, non-marking, non-staining, very abrasion-resistant, elastic and resistant to many
aggressive substances and UV radiation (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). It also offers exceptionally
insigniﬁcant permanent deformation, very low rolling resistance, negligible heating under dynamic load,
hydrolysis resistance and is particularly suitable at speeds up to 16 km/h. Colour brown.
Blickle Besthane® is suitable at temperatures between -30° C and +70° C, temporarily up to +90° C.
The hardness is 92°±3° shore A.
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Material description - treads

Tread material

Material description

Options

Nylon

Nylon is a thermoplastic synthetic material which is impact-resistant, non-marking, non-staining, corrosionresistant, very abrasion-resistant, odourless, tasteless, hygienic and resistant to many aggressive substances,
except mineral acids, oxidants, chlorinated hydrocarbons and heavy-metal saline solutions (refer to ‘Chemical
resistance’, page 36-37). It also offers a very low rolling resistance. Nylon absorbs and emits humidity, therefore
dimension variations, depending on the humidity and temperature of the environment, are possible. Colour
natural white or black.
Nylon is suitable at temperatures between -40° C and +80° C, temporarily higher temperatures are permissible.
At ambient temperatures above +35° C the load capacity is reduced.
For high temperature applications up to +250° C a special heat-resistant nylon is used. Colour grey.
The hardness is 70°±5° shore D or 85°±5° shore D at special heat-resistant nylon.



Cast nylon is a thermoplastic, reaction-injected synthetic material. It is impact-resistant, non-marking, nonstaining, corrosion-resistant, very abrasion-resistant, odourless, tasteless, hygienic and resistant to many
aggressive substances except mineral acids, oxidants, chlorinated hydrocarbons and heavy-metal saline
solutions (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). In regards to load capacity, tension and pressure
strength, elasticity, form stability and humidity absorption cast nylon achieves better results than injectionmoulded nylon. It also offers a very low rolling resistance. Colour natural beige.
Cast nylon is suitable at temperatures between -40° C and +80° C, temporarily higher temperatures are
permissible. At ambient temperatures above +35° C the load capacity is reduced.
The hardness is 80°±3° shore D.
The relatively high ﬂoor pressure should be considered for pressure-sensitive ﬂoors.

Polypropylene

Polypropylene is a thermoplastic synthetic material. It is impact-resistant, non-marking, non-staining, corrosionresistant, odourless, tasteless, physiologically harmless and resistant to many aggressive substances except
strong oxidants and halogenated hydrocarbons (refer to ‘Chemical resistance’, page 36-37). It also offers a low
rolling resistance and does not absorb humidity. In aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons expansions may occur,
especially at increased temperatures. Colour natural white.
Polypropylene is suitable at temperatures between -20° C and +60° C. At ambient temperatures above +30° C
the load capacity is reduced.
The hardness is 60°±5° shore D.

Met al

Synth et i cs

Cast nylon

40

Phenolic resin

Phenolic resin is a thermoset nylon. The material has a very high static load capacity and is corrosion-resistant,
suitable for highest thermal requirements and resistant to many aggressive substances except strong acids and
lyes. Phenolic wheels are only conditionally suitable for uneven ﬂoors and crossing thresholds due to the high
abrasion and the limited mechanical stability of phenolic resin. Colour black.
Phenolic resin is suitable at temperatures between -35° C and +260° C, temporarily up to +300° C.
The hardness is 90°±3° shore D.

Cast iron

Rugged, lamellar grey cast iron EN-GJL-250 (GG 25) in acc. to DIN EN 1561 or ductile cast iron in acc. to DIN EN
1563, extremely wear-resistant, very high load capacity, tensile strength and hardness remain almost constant
over a wide temperature range (-100° C to +300° C), oil-resistant. Cast iron is suitable at temperatures
between -100° C and +600° C. The graphite embedded in the cast iron ensures some rotation for plain bores
even without grease and reduces the sensitivity to corrosion.
The hardness is 180 - 220 HB.
The relatively high ﬂoor pressure should be considered for pressure-sensitive ﬂoors.

Steel

Mild steel, that is particularly suitable for wheels, extremely pressure and wear-resistant, extremely high static
and dynamic load capacity. Tensile strength and hardness remain almost constant over a wide temperature
range, oil-resistant.
Steel is suitable at temperature between -100° C and +600° C.
The hardness is 190 - 230 HB.
The relatively high ﬂoor pressure should be considered for pressure-sensitive ﬂoors.
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Electrically conductive,
non-marking, grey,
leak resistance <104 Ω
Natural colour (special heatresistant nylon up to +170° C)

Electrically conductive,
leak resistance <104 Ω
Colour black
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Manoeuvrability

Depending on the requirements placed
upon the manoeuvrability of appliances/
machines, the castors must be positioned
accordingly. The various possibilities for
castor arrangement are described in the
following section.

Three swivel castors of
identical mounting height

Four swivel castors of
identical mounting height

Two swivel and two fixed
castors all of identical height

For small loads and confined areas. The appliance is easily manoeuvrable in all directions.
When travelling straight, the appliance is relatively hard to control. This can be improved
by fitting a directional lock to one of the three
swivel castors. With this arrangement, the
appliance tends to tilt.

For confined areas. The appliance is easily
manoeuvrable in all directions. When travelling straight, the appliance is relatively hard
to control. This can be improved by fitting
directional locks to two of the swivel castors.

This is the most frequently used castor
arrangement. Suitable for towing operations.
Straight line travelling as well as cornering
can be handled very well. In confined areas,
the appliance is hard to manoeuvre.
Alternatively, one wheel set, i.e. two wheels
on one axle, may be fitted instead of the fixed
castors.

Load capacity

Load capacity

Load capacity

Mobility
Guidance at straight travelling
Turning circle
Capsizing stability

**
****
*

Mobility
Guidance at straight travelling
Turning circle
Capsizing stability

****
*****
**
****
***

****

Mobility
Guidance at straight travelling

***
****

Turning circle
Capsizing stability

**
****

Four fixed castors, with the
centre castors having a slightly
higher mounting height

Two swivel and two fixed castors, with the fixed castors having a slightly higher height

Four swivel and two fixed
castors of identical mounting
height

Cost-favourable castor arrangement. Straight
travelling can be handled very well. By a load
arrangement over the central fixed castors,
the appliance can be steered relatively easy
and turned on the spot. With this castor
arrangement the appliance has a tendency to
tilt and bounce.
Alternatively, one wheel set, i.e. two wheels
on one axle, may be fitted instead of the
central fixed castors.

Suitable for towing operations. Straight line
travelling as well as cornering can be handled
very well and turned on the spot easily. With
this castor arrangement the appliance has a
tendency to tilt and bounce.
Alternatively, one wheel set, i.e. two wheels
on one axle, may be fitted instead of the
central fixed castors.

Costly castor arrangement, suitable for towing
operations. Straight line travelling as well as
cornering can be handled very well, turned on
the spot easily and is particularly suitable for
heavy loads and long appliances.
A constant contact of the fixed castors to
the floor is mandatory for ensuring the
steerability.
Alternatively, one wheel set, i.e. two wheels
on one axle, may be fitted instead of the
central fixed castors.

Load capacity

Load capacity

Load capacity

Mobility

***
**

Mobility

***
****

Mobility

*****
****

Guidance at straight travelling

*****

Guidance at straight travelling

*****

Guidance at straight travelling

*****

Turning circle

*****

Turning circle

*****

Turning circle

*****

Capsizing stability

*****

Capsizing stability
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Capsizing stability
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Blickle wheel series

9RoHS

Wheels for light duty castors and castors for transport equipment

Series

TPA

VPA

VGA

PATH

Wheel Ø

50 - 200 mm

49 - 150 mm

100 - 125 mm

50 - 200 mm

Load capacity

50 - 250 kg

40 - 130 kg

90 - 100 kg

75 - 500 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality thermoplastic rubberelastomer (TPE), grey, containing
traces of oil.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality solid rubber, grey.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality solid rubber,
dark grey.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality thermoplastic
polyurethane, dark grey.
(Material description page 39)

Wheel centre / rim

High-quality, impact-resistant
polypropylene, silver grey
(black for ‘-ELS’ version).

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon or polypropylene for ‘-EL’
version, black.

High-quality, impact-resistant
polypropylene, silver grey.

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, silver grey.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Chemically bonded.

Pressed-on tyre.

Injection-moulded rim.

Chemically bonded.

Tread & tyre hardness

85° ±3° shore A

80° ±4° shore A

80° ±4° shore A

94° ±3° shore A

Temperature resistance

-20° C - +60° C

-20° C - +60° C

-20° C - +60° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

very good

good

good

very good

Operating noise

good

very good

very good

good

Floor surface preservation

good

very good

very good

good

Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing
 Central ball bearing (C)







Options



Electrically conductive, nonmarking grey (-ELS)
 Ball bearing seals (-KD)
 Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)



Additional considerations



At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheels with ball bearing (C) with
integrated synthetic thread
guard as standard.
 Containing traces of oil, some
staining possible.



Page

88, 145

93

42
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Plain bore
Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Plain bore
Central ball bearing (C)

Electrically conductive, black
tyre, marking (-EL)
 Thread guard (-FA)

At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37
Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Central ball bearing (C)



Electrically conductive, nonmarking grey (-ELS)
 Ball bearing seals (-KD)
 Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)




At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheels with ball bearing (C) with
integrated synthetic thread
guard as standard.



At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheels with ball bearing (C) with
integrated synthetic thread
guard as standard.

93, 148

99, 208
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Wheels for light duty castors and castors for transport equipment

Series

POA

VE

V

VPP / VPE

Wheel Ø

35 - 150 mm

80 - 200 mm

80 - 400 mm

80 - 400 mm

Load capacity

75 - 280 kg

50 - 205 kg

50 - 800 kg

50 - 350 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, black.
(Material description page 40)

Standard solid rubber, black.
(Material description page 38)

Standard solid rubber, black.
(Material description page 38)

Standard solid rubber, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Pressed steel rim, zinc-plated,
blue-passivated, Cr6-free.

Pressed steel rim with tubular
steel hub, bolted or pressed, zincplated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free.

High-quality, impact-resistant
polypropylene or nylon, black or
dark grey.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Tyre pressed with rim.

Tyre pressed with rim.

Pressed-on tyre.

Tread & tyre hardness

70° ±5° shore D

80° +5°/-10° shore A

80° +5°/-10° shore A

80° +5°/-10° shore A

Temperature resistance

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +80° C

-20° C - +60° C

excellent

reasonable

reasonable

reasonable

Operating noise

reasonable

very good

very good

very good

Floor surface preservation

reasonable

very good

very good

Rolling resistance

Non-marking

Optional

Optional

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing







Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Plain bore
Ball bearing
 Central ball bearing (C)



Additional considerations

Roller bearing



Options

Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Electrically conductive (-EL)
 Thread guard (-FA)



At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing





Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Electrically conductive (-EL)
 Thread guard (-FA)









At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Pressed rim: Special shock and
impact-resistant design.





At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.



Design award
(‘Die gute Industrieform’)

Page
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104

very good

Optional

132

136-137

Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)
 Red centre (-ROT)
 STARLOCK® stainless steel cap
(ST-KA...)
 Thread guard (-FA)

At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheel 80 x 32 mm: Tyre
hardness 90°±5° shore A
 VPE wheel 260 x 85 mm: Tyre
hardness 55°±5° shore A

139-140
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Wheels for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Series

VW

VWPP

RD

Wheel Ø

125 - 260 mm

125 - 260 mm

100 - 280 mm

50 - 200 kg

50 - 200 kg

100 - 650 kg

140 - 650 kg

Load capacity

POEV
80 - 300 mm

Tread / Tyre

‘Blickle Soft’ soft rubber, round
profile, black. Wheel Ø 260 mm
additionally with a hard rubber
core.
(Material description page 38)

‘Blickle Soft’ soft rubber, round
profile, black. Wheel Ø 260 mm
additionally with a hard rubber
core.
(Material description page 38)

‘Blickle Comfort’ two-component
solid rubber, hard rubber core and
highly elastic tread, black.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
in smooth rolling quality ‘Blickle
EasyRoll’, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Pressed steel rim with tubular
steel hub, bolted or pressed, zincplated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free.

High-quality, impact-resistant
polypropylene, black.

Pressed steel rim with tubular
steel hub, bolted or pressed, zincplated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free.

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, black.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Tyre pressed with rim.

Pressed-on tyre.

Tyre pressed with rim.

Vulcanised tyre.

Tread & tyre hardness

50° +5° shore A

50° +5° shore A

65° ±4° shore A

65° ±3° shore A

Temperature resistance

-25° C - +80° C

-20° C - +60° C

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

good

good

good

very good

Operating noise

excellent

excellent

very good

very good

Floor surface preservation

excellent

excellent

very good

Rolling resistance

very good

Non-marking

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options



Roller bearing
Ball bearing



Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing







Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Thread guard (-FA)



Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)
 Thread guard (-FA)



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Pressed rim: Special shock and
impact-resistant design.







Additional considerations





At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Design award
(‘Die gute Industrieform’)

Page

44

154
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Roller bearing
Ball bearing



Non-marking, grey tyre,
56° shore A (-VLI)
 Thread guard (-FA)



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Pressed rim: Special shock and
impact-resistant design.





Design award
(‘Die gute Industrieform’)

156

Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing
 Central ball bearing (C)


158

Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Non-marking, blue tyre (-SB)
 Electrically conductive (-EL)
 Stainless steel roller bearing (-XR)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
 Ball bearing seals (-KD)
 Stainless steel ball bearing and
synthetic cover (-XKA)
 Thread guard (-FA)


At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Electrically conductive option
(-EL) with increased rolling
resistance.

164
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Wheels for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Series

ALEV

Wheel Ø

100 - 250 mm

80 - 415 mm

250 - 620 mm

300 - 620 mm

Load capacity

200 - 650 kg

200 - 1150 kg

725 - 3000 kg

1500 - 6000 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
in smooth rolling quality ‘Blickle
EasyRoll’, black.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
in smooth rolling quality ‘Blickle
EasyRoll’, black.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
in smooth rolling quality, black.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
in smooth rolling quality, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Die-cast aluminium.

Pressed thick-walled steel, triplewelded, with tubular steel hub,
lacquered, anthracite.
Wheel Ø 80 - 125 mm: Highquality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, black.

Grey cast iron, with grease nipple,
lacquered, anthracite.

Very strong welded steel
construction, with tubular steel
hub and grease nipple, lacquered,
anthracite.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Vulcanised tyre.

Vulcanised or steel-wire reinforced
tyre, pressed-on.

Steel-wire reinforced tyre,
pressed-on.

Steel-wire reinforced tyre,
pressed-on.

Tread & tyre hardness

SE

GEV

DS

65° ±3° shore A

65° ±3° shore A

65° ±3° shore A

65° ±3° shore A

-25° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-25° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-25° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-25° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

Rolling resistance

very good

very good

very good

very good

Operating noise

very good

very good

very good

very good

Floor surface preservation

very good

very good

very good

very good

Temperature resistance

Non-marking

Optional

Optional

Optional

–

Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options



Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Electrically conductive (-EL)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)







Ball bearing




Plain bore
Ball bearing



Ball bearing

Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Grease nipple (-NI)



Non-marking, natural colour tyre
(-SN)
 Hub cap if used as end wheel
(-E)
 Drive wheel with hub keyway
(refer to GEVN series)
 Hub fitting wheel
(refer to GEVA series)





Ball bearing

Hub cap if used as end wheel
(-E)

Drive wheel with hub keyway,
DSN series

Additional considerations



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Electrically conductive option
(-EL) with increased rolling
resistance.



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheel centre is particularly
resistant to dirt, shocks and
impact loads.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 10 km/h
are permissible.



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 The wheel centre is approx.
4 mm wider than the indicated
wheel width.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.



Page

171, 445

180

187

189
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At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.
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Wheels for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Series

P

PS

PK

VLE

Wheel Ø

180 - 490 mm

300 - 536 mm

200 - 400 mm

250 - 525 mm

75 - 525 kg

450 - 1300 kg

75 - 250 kg

450 - 1885 kg

Load capacity
Tread / Tyre

Pneumatic tyres with ribbed or
zig-zag profile, 2 or 4 ply rating,
black.
(Material description page 38)

Pneumatic tyres with zig-zag
profile, 6-10 ply rating, black.
(Material description page 38)

Pneumatic tyres with ribbed or
zig-zag profile, 2 ply rating, black.
(Material description page 38)

Super-elastic solid rubber, 2- or
3-component tyre, tough and hard
rubber core, steel-wire reinforced,
super-elastic, abrasion-resistant
tread, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Bolted flat based rim or triplewelded drop based rim, zincplated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free
or lacquered, silver.

Heavy pressed steel rim, pressed
and bolted, with welded tubular
steel hub, zinc-plated, bluepassivated, Cr6-free.

High-quality, impact-resistant
polypropylene, black.

Heavy pressed steel rim, pressed
and bolted, with welded tubular
steel hub or reinforced rim version,
zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Tyre mounted on rim.

Tyre mounted on rim.

Tyre mounted on rim.

Steel-wire reinforced tyre,
mounted on rim.

Tread & tyre hardness

60° ±5° shore A

60° ±5° shore A

60° ±5° shore A

70° ±4° shore A

Temperature resistance

-25° C - +50° C

-25° C - +50° C

-20° C - +40° C

-25° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

good

good

good

good

Operating noise

excellent

excellent

excellent

very good

Floor surface preservation

excellent

excellent

excellent

Rolling resistance

very good

–

Optional

Optional

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing





Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Red centre (-ROT)
 Puncture-proof soft rubber
wheel (refer to VWPP series)







Non-marking

Optional

Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing



Options



Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
tyre
(-AG), slightly reduced deflection
and operational comfort.
 Hub cap if used as end wheel (-E)
 Puncture-proof soft rubber wheel
(refer to VW series)
 Hub fitting wheel
(refer to PA series)



Ball bearing





Ball bearing




Puncture-proof, foam-filled

Hub cap if used as end wheel
(-E)

Non-marking tyre (-SN)
Antistatic, black tyre (-AS)
 Hub cap if used as end wheel
(-E)
 Hub fitting wheel
(refer to VLEA series)

Additional considerations



With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.
 Wheel width and wheel Ø may
increase during operation.



With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 25 km/h
are permissible.
 Wheel width and wheel Ø may
increase during operation.



At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheel width and wheel Ø may
increase during operation.



Page

192-193

195

197

202
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At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheel width and wheel Ø may
increase during operation.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 25 km/h
are permissible.
 Puncture-proof and
maintenance-free
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9RoHS

Wheels for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Series
Wheel Ø

POTH

ALST

GST

ALBS

75 - 250 mm

80 - 300 mm

125 - 300 mm

80 - 300 mm

Load capacity

200 - 1000 kg

180 - 1150 kg

450 - 1800 kg

180 - 1150 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality thermoplastic
polyurethane, dark grey.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Softhane®,
green.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Softhane®,
green.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane® Soft,
blue.
(Material description page 39)

Wheel centre / rim

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, natural white.

Die-cast aluminium.

Grey cast iron, wheel Ø 160 mm
or larger with grease nipple,
lacquered, silver.

Die-cast aluminium.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Chemically bonded.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Tread & tyre hardness

94° ±3° shore A

75° +5° shore A

75° +5° shore A

75° +5° shore A

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

very good

very good

very good

excellent

Operating noise

good

very good

very good

very good

Floor surface preservation

good

very good

very good

very good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing
 Central ball bearing (C)



Options



Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
 Ball bearing seals (-KD)
 Thread guard (-FA)


Antistatic, non-marking, grey



Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37


Ball bearing



Additional considerations



Page

213
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Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

(-AS)
 Extra crowned running tread
(-CO)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)



At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

222, 445

Drive wheel with hub keyway
(refer to GSTN series)
 Hub fitting wheel
(refer to GSTA series)




At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

229

Nylon wheel centre, hydrolysis
resistant, POBS series
 Extra crowned running tread
(-CO)




At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

238
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Wheels for heavy duty castors

Series

ALTH

Wheel Ø

SETH

VSTH / GTH

VSB / GB

80 - 250 mm

125 - 250 mm

35 - 1000 mm

80 - 1000 mm

Load capacity

180 - 1000 kg

500 - 1350 kg

100 - 30000 kg

400 - 30000 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

Wheel centre / rim

Die-cast aluminium.

Pressed thick-walled steel, triplewelded, with tubular steel hub,
lacquered, silver.

VSTH series: Steel.
GTH series: Grey cast iron, wheel
Ø 150 mm or larger with grease
nipple, lacquered, silver.

VSB series: Steel.
GB series: Grey cast iron, wheel
Ø 150 mm or larger with grease
nipple, lacquered, silver.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Tread & tyre hardness

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

very good

very good

very good

excellent

Operating noise

good

good

good

good

Floor surface preservation

good

good

good

good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options



Additional considerations



Page

246, 445-446

48

Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37


Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Antistatic, non-marking, grey
(-AS)
 Extra crowned running tread
(-CO)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)

At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

we innovate mobility



Grease nipple (-NI)

Ball bearing
Spherical roller bearing

Antistatic, non-marking, grey
(-AS)
 Drive wheel with hub keyway
(refer to GTHN series)




At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Wheel centre is particularly
resistant to dirt, shocks and
impact loads.



At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

254

258-259, 446

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Ball bearing
Spherical roller bearing

Cast nylon wheel centre, hydrolysis resistant, GSPOB series
 Drive wheel with hub keyway
(refer to GBN series)
 Hub fitting wheel
(refer to GBA series)


At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.


268-269, 447
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Wheels for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Series

PO

POW

PPN

Wheel Ø

50 - 300 mm

100 - 125 mm

60 - 200 mm

75 - 250 mm

Load capacity

75 - 1500 kg

200 - 220 kg

80 - 450 kg

300 - 2000 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, natural white.
(Material description page 40)

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, white.
(Material description page 40)

High-quality, impact-resistant
polypropylene, natural white.
(Material description page 40)

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, very rugged, heavy wheel
design, natural white.
(Material description page 40)

Wheel centre / rim

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, white and highly elastic
damping ring made of elastic solid
rubber, red.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Highly elastic encapsulated
damping ring.

SPO

Tread & tyre hardness

70° ±5° shore D

70° ±5° shore D

60° ±5° shore D

70° ±5° shore D

Temperature resistance

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +80° C

-20° C - +60° C

-25° C - +80° C

excellent

very good

very good

excellent

Rolling resistance
Operating noise

reasonable

good

reasonable

reasonable

Floor surface preservation

reasonable

reasonable

reasonable

reasonable

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Plain bore
Roller bearing
 Ball bearing
 Central ball bearing (C)







Options



Electrically conductive, nonmarking, grey (-ELS)
 Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)
 Ball bearing seals (-KD)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
 Grease nipple (-NI)
 Thread guard (-FA)



Additional considerations



Page

276-277, 445
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At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Roller bearing
Central ball bearing (C)

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Plain bore
Roller bearing

Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)
 Ball bearing seals (-KD)





At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Good noise-absorption, absorbs
shocks and impact loads.
 With integrated synthetic thread
guard as standard.
 Sandwich wheel.



288

293

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Electrically conductive, black
(-EL)
 Stainless steel roller bearing
(-XR)
 Colour black, PP series
 Thread guard (-FA)

At ambient temperatures above
+30° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Plain bore
Ball bearing

Grease nipple (-NI)
Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
 Thread guard (-FA)





At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

300-301
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Wheels for heavy duty castors / Flanged wheels

Series

GSPO

Wheel Ø

G

SVS

SPK

35 - 1000 mm

80 - 250 mm

65 - 300 mm

50 - 250 mm

Load capacity

100 - 50000 kg

250 - 1400 kg

750 - 15000 kg

400 - 3500 kg

Tread / Tyre

Impact-resistant, hard and tough,
highly compressed cast nylon,
natural beige.
(Material description page 40)

Grey cast iron, with grease nipple,
lacquered, silver.
(Material description page 40)

Mild steel, lightly oiled surface.
(Material description page 40)

Grey cast iron, wheel Ø 125 mm or
larger (without flange) with grease
nipple, lacquered, silver.
(Material description page 40)

Wheel centre / rim

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim
Tread & tyre hardness

80° ±3° shore D

180 - 220 HB

190 - 230 HB

180 - 220 HB

Temperature resistance

-25° C - +80° C

-100° C - +600° C

-25° C - +120° C

-100° C - +600° C

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

Operating noise

reasonable

sufficient

sufficient

sufficient

Floor surface preservation

reasonable

sufficient

sufficient

sufficient

Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options



Additional considerations



Page

50



Ball bearing
Spherical roller bearing

Refer to material description,
page 40

Refer to material description,
page 40

Plain bore
Ball bearing
 Heat-resistant ball bearing (IK)





Plain bore for static loads or very
low speeds
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
 Spherical roller bearing (-PR) for
applications operating in
extreme conditions.

At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Relatively high floor pressure.



314

320, 399
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Ball bearing





Relatively high floor pressure.
Plain bore: A temperature
specific grease must be
regularly applied.

Refer to material description,
page 40





Spherical roller bearing (-PR) for
applications operating in
extreme conditions.





Relatively high floor pressure.



330

Plain bore
Ball bearing

Heat-resistant ball bearing
(oven bearing, -IK), operating
temperature: -30° C to +300° C,
load capacity reduction of 50 %
at +300° C.

Machined flange and tread with
horizontal taper of 3°.
 Plain bore: A temperature
specific grease must be
regularly applied.
 The load capacities refer to the
rail profiles A 45, A 55 (DIN 536).

336
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Flanged wheels

Series
Wheel Ø

SPKGSPO

SPKVS

DSPKGSPO

DSPK

50 - 250 mm

50 - 400 mm

50 - 200 mm

50 - 200 mm

Load capacity

220 - 3000 kg

500 - 9000 kg

50 - 700 kg

120 - 1200 kg

Tread / Tyre

Impact-resistant, hard and tough,
highly compressed cast nylon,
natural beige.
(Material description page 40)

Mild steel, lightly oiled surface.
(Material description page 40))

Impact-resistant, hard and tough,
highly compressed cast nylon,
natural beige.
(Material description page 40)

Mild steel, lightly oiled surface.
(Material description page 40)

Wheel centre / rim

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim
Tread & tyre hardness

80° ±3° shore D

190 - 230 HB

80° ±3° shore D

190 - 230 HB

Temperature resistance

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +120° C

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +120° C

excellent

excellent

excellent

excellent

Operating noise

reasonable

sufficient

reasonable

sufficient

Floor surface preservation

reasonable

sufficient

reasonable

sufficient

Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options





Plain bore
Ball bearing

Refer to material description,
page 40





Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
Drive wheel with hub keyway,
SPKGSPON series
 With fixed bracket





Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Heat-resistant ball bearing
(oven bearing, -IK)
 Spherical roller bearing (-PR) for
applications operating in
extreme conditions.
 Drive wheel with hub keyway
(refer to SPKVSN series)
 With fixed bracket




Refer to material description,
page 40

Plain bore
Ball bearing



Ball bearing

Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
With fixed bracket



With fixed bracket

Relatively high floor pressure.

Additional considerations



At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Machined flange and tread with
horizontal taper of 3°.
 The load capacities refer to the
rail profiles A 45, A 55 (DIN 536).



Machined flange and tread with
horizontal taper of 3°.
 The load capacities refer to the
rail profiles A 45, A 55 and A 65
(DIN 536).



At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Relatively high floor pressure.



Page
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Heat-resistant wheels

Series

VEHI

POSI / ALSI

VKHT

Wheel Ø

100 - 200 mm

100 - 125 mm

100 mm

65 - 180 kg

80 - 120 kg

100 kg

180 - 600 kg
High-quality, impact-resistant and
highly heat-resistant Blickle
TempLine® Performance nylon,
grey.
(Material description page 40)

Load capacity

POHI
80 - 200 mm

Tread / Tyre

Heat-resistant Blickle TempLine®
Basic solid rubber, black.
(Material description page 38)

Highly heat-resistant Blickle
TempLine® Comfort silicone
rubber, black.
(Material description page 39)

Heat-resistant Blickle TempLine®
Special solid rubber, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Pressed steel rim, zinc-plated,
blue-passivated, Cr6-free.

POSI series: High-quality, impactresistant and highly heat-resistant
nylon, grey.
ALSI series: Die-cast aluminium.

High-quality, impact-resistant and
highly heat-resistant nylon, black.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Tyre pressed with rim.

Vulcanised tyre.

Pressed-on tyre.

Tread & tyre hardness

80° ±5° shore A

75° ±4° shore A

85° ±5° shore A

85° ±5° shore D

-25° C - +200° C

-25° C - +250° C

-30° C - +260° C

-25° C - +250° C

reasonable

good

reasonable

excellent

Operating noise

very good

very good

good

reasonable

Floor surface preservation

very good

very good

good

reasonable

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking

–

Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

–

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Roller bearing

Refer to material description,
page 39



Options




Plain bore
Ball bearing with special heatresistant grease (HK)



Non-marking, grey tyre (-SG)
Teflon-coated stainless steel
axle tube (XAT)



Additional considerations



With long endurance times
at high temperatures, the tyre may
slightly flatten. Such flattening is
quickly removed when the
wheels are operated under load.
 At high temperatures, the
passivation of the pressed steel
rim may slightly alter, but the
corrosion protection remains
intact.



Page
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381
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Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37
Plain bore

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Teflon-coated stainless steel
axle tube (XAT)

POSI series: Suitable for
autoclaves
 ALSI 100/8HKA: Ball bearing
with special heat-resistant
grease (HK) and ball bearing
cover.

Natural colour, operating
temperature: -30° C to +170° C,
POH series
 Teflon-coated stainless steel
axle tube (XAT)
 Stainless steel ball bearing with
special heat-resistant grease
(-HXK)




386

Plain bore
Ball bearing with special heatresistant grease (HK)

Suitable for autoclaves in
either plain bore version or
optional stainless steel ball
bearings with special heatresistant grease (-HXK)

389
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Heat-resistant wheels / Guide rollers

Series
Wheel Ø

PHN

FTH

FSTH

FPOB
80 - 125 mm

30 - 75 mm

40 - 125 mm

Load capacity

100 - 500 kg

20 - 125 kg

45 - 330 kg

130 - 300 kg

Tread / Tyre

Blickle TempLine® Classic
phenolic resin, black.
(Material description page 40)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

Steel.

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, black.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

80 - 200 mm

Wheel centre / rim

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Tread directly bonded onto the ball
bearing.

Tread & tyre hardness

90° ±5° shore D

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

-35° C - +260° C
temporarily up to +300° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C

excellent

very good

very good

excellent

Operating noise

reasonable

good

good

good

Floor surface preservation

reasonable

good

good

good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to material description,
page 40

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Plain bore
Ball bearing with special heatresistant grease (HK)
 Heat-resistant ball bearing (IK)



Ball bearing

Options



Teflon-coated stainless steel
axle tube (XAT)



Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)

Additional considerations



Wheels are only conditionally
suitable for uneven floors and
crossing thresholds.



At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Page

394
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Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37


Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37


Ball bearing



Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)



430



At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

431

At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 10 km/h
are permissible.
 Hydrolysis resistant


432
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Guide rollers / Rollers for pallet trucks

Series

FPTH

FPU

FPO

Wheel Ø

60 - 125 mm

25 - 60 mm

25 - 125 mm

60 - 90 mm

Load capacity

110 - 290 kg

20 - 120 kg

30 - 400 kg

180 - 900 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality thermoplastic
polyurethane, dark grey.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality thermoplastic
polyurethane, dark brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, natural white.
(Material description page 40)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

Wheel centre / rim

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, silver grey.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Chemically bonded.

Tread & tyre hardness

HTH

Steel or grey cast iron.

Tread directly injected onto the
ball bearing.

Tread directly injected onto the
ball bearing.

Casted tread.

92° ±3° shore A

98° ±2° shore A

70° ± 5° shore D

92° ±3° shore A

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +80° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

very good

excellent

excellent

very good

Operating noise

good

reasonable

reasonable

good

Floor surface preservation

good

reasonable

reasonable

good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options



Electrically conductive, nonmarking (-ELS)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)



Additional considerations



At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Hydrolysis resistant



Page
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54

Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37


Ball bearing

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37


Ball



bearing
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Electrically conductive, nonmarking (-ELS)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)

At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Electrically conductive, nonmarking (-ELS)
 Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)




At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

435

Ball bearing
Wheel centre without ball
bearing (bearing seat)

With Blickle Softhane®
polyurethane tread, HST series
 Splash and washproof version
(refer to HTHW series)




At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

438-440
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Rollers for pallet trucks / Wheels for stackers and forklift trucks

Series
Wheel Ø

HB

HPO

HTHW

RTH

80 - 85 mm

82 - 85 mm

80 - 85 mm

Load capacity

440 - 760 kg

440 - 840 kg

420 - 1100 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, natural white.
(Material description page 40)

Wheel centre / rim

Steel or grey cast iron.

Steel or grey cast iron.

Steel or grey cast iron or ductile
cast iron.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Tread & tyre hardness

200 - 270 mm

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

70° ±5° shore D

92° ±3° shore A

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-25° C - +80° C

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

excellent

very good

excellent

good

Operating noise

good

good

reasonable

good

Floor surface preservation

good

good

reasonable

good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)



Options





Ball bearing
Wheel centre without ball
bearing (with bearing seat)

Nylon wheel centre, hydrolysis
resistant, HPOB series
 Splash and washproof version,
HBW series

Additional considerations



Page

441
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At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37



Ball bearing, splash and
washproof by nylon bushing



Ball bearing



With Blickle Softhane®
polyurethane tread, HSTW series
With Blickle Besthane®
polyurethane tread, HBW series



Stainless steel ball bearing (-XK)
Made of cast nylon, for
applications requiring higher
load capacity
(refer to GSPO series)

At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.







442-443



At ambient temperatures above
+35° C the load capacity is
reduced.

444

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Drive wheels are suitable for
manufacturer no. listed
on page 448-457.


448-457
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Wheels for stackers and forklift trucks / Drive wheels

Series

RB

REV

GEVN

Wheel Ø

230 - 343 mm

215 - 254 mm

160 - 620 mm

75 - 500 mm

250 - 3000 kg

200 - 4200 kg

Load capacity

GSTN

Tread / Tyre

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
drive-quality, black.
REV 215x82/60-5-SG: Grey, nonmarking.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
drive-quality, with steel-band,
black. Wheel Ø 400 and 500 mm:
Smooth rolling quality, steel-wire
reinforced.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Softhane®,
green.
(Material description page 39)

Wheel centre / rim

Grey cast iron or ductile cast iron.

Grey cast iron or ductile cast iron.

Grey cast iron, plain bore keywayed in acc. to DIN 6885,
lacquered, anthracite.

Grey cast iron, plain bore keywayed in acc. to DIN 6885,
lacquered, silver.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Casted tread.

Vulcanised or pressed-on tyre.

Steel-wired reinforced or pressedon steel-band tyre.

Casted tread.

Tread & tyre hardness

92° ±3° shore A

70° ±5° shore A

65° ±3° shore A

75° +5° shore A

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-30° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-30° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

very good

good

good

very good

Operating noise

good

very good

very good

very good

Floor surface preservation

good

very good

very good

very good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Optional

–

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)

Options



Steel-band tyre in friction wheel
quality (-STR)

Additional considerations



At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

Drive wheels are suitable for
manufacturer no. listed
on page 448-453, 456-457.



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Drive wheels are suitable for
manufacturer no. listed
on page 448-454, 456.



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 The wheel centre is approx.
4 mm wider than the indicated
wheel width.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.



Page
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At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
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Drive wheels / Hub fitting wheels

Series
Wheel Ø

GTHN

GBN

GEVA

SPKVSN

75 - 1000 mm

100 - 1000 mm

200 - 300 mm

250 - 620 mm

Load capacity

300 - 25000 kg

350 - 25000 kg

2500 - 7000 kg

525 - 3000 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

Mild steel, lightly oiled surface,
plain bore keywayed in acc. to
DIN 6885.
(Material description page 40)

High-quality elastic solid rubber,
smooth rolling quality, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Grey cast iron, plain bore keywayed in acc. to DIN 6885,
lacquered, silver.

Grey cast iron, plain bore keywayed in acc. to DIN 6885,
lacquered, silver.

Grey cast iron, with central hole,
fixing holes are counter-sunk for
mounting on conventional hub
flanges, lacquered, anthracite.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Steel-wire reinforced tyre,
pressed-on.

Tread & tyre hardness

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

190 - 230 HB

65° ±3° shore A

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-30° C - +70° C,
temporarily up to +90° C

-30° C - +300° C

-30° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

very good

excellent

excellent

very good

Operating noise

good

good

sufficient

very good

Floor surface preservation

good

good

sufficient

very good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

–

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to material description,
page 40

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)

Options

Additional considerations

Page
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At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.

462-463

Steel-band tyre in drive-quality
(-STA)

At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.



Horizontal tread taper of 3°.
The load capacities refer to the
rail profiles A 45, A 55 and A 65
(DIN 536).
 Load capacity reduction of 50 %
at +300° C.



464-465

466

467





At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.
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Hub fitting wheels

Series

GSTA

GBA

PA

VLEA

Wheel Ø

200 - 400 mm

200 - 400 mm

400 - 536 mm

405 - 525 mm

Load capacity

700 - 2500 kg

900 - 3400 kg

250 - 1300 kg

950 - 1885 kg

Tread / Tyre

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Softhane®,
green.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

Pneumatic tyres with ribbed or
zig-zag profile, 2 - 10 ply rating,
black.
(Material description page 38)

Super-elastic solid rubber,
3-component tyre, tough and hard
rubber core, steel-wire reinforced,
super-elastic cushion layer,
abrasion-resistant tread, black.
(Material description page 38)

Wheel centre / rim

Grey cast iron, with central hole,
fixing holes are counter-sunk for
mounting on conventional hub
flanges, lacquered, silver.

Grey cast iron, with central hole,
fixing holes are counter-sunk for
mounting on conventional hub
flanges, lacquered, silver.

Pressed steel rim, with central
hole, fixing holes are countersunk for mounting on conventional
hub flanges, zinc-plated, bluepassivated, Cr6-free or lacquered,
silver.

Pressed steel flat based rim,
pressed or bolted, with central
hole, fixing holes are counter-sunk
for mounting on conventional
hub flanges, zinc-plated, bluepassivated, Cr6-free.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Tyre mounted on rim.

Steel-wire reinforced tyre,
mounted on rim.

Tread & tyre hardness

75° +5° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

60° ±5° shore A

70° ±4° shore A

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-30° C - +50° C

-30° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

Rolling resistance

very good

excellent

good

good

Operating noise

very good

good

excellent

very good

Floor surface preservation

very good

good

excellent

Temperature resistance

Non-marking
Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

very good

–

Optional

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)

Options

Non-marking tyre (-SN)
Antistatic, black tyre (-AS)
 Drive wheel with hub keyway,
VLEN series



Additional considerations



Page
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At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
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At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.



With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 25 km/h
are permissible.
 Wheel width and wheel Ø may
increase during operation.



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 25 km/h
are permissible.
 Wheel width and wheel Ø may
increase during operation.
 Puncture-proof and
maintenance-free.

469

470

471
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Tyres/press-on bands

Series

BSEV

BEV

BTH

BB

Wheel Ø

250 - 525 mm

125 - 620 mm

125 - 610 mm

125 - 750 mm

Load capacity

400 - 1885 kg

160 - 4650 kg

420 - 6000 kg

420 - 10000 kg

Tread / Tyre

Super-elastic solid rubber, 2- or
3-component tyre, tough and hard
rubber core, steel-wire reinforced,
super-elastic, abrasion-resistant
tread, black.
(Material description page 38)

Elastic solid rubber press-on band,
black.
ZDG-version: Steel-wire reinforced, smooth rolling quality.
ZST-version: Drive-quality.
(Material description page 38)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Extrathane®,
light brown.
(Material description page 39)

High-quality polyurethaneelastomer Blickle Besthane®,
brown.
(Material description page 39)

Wheel centre / rim

ZST-version: Steel ring.

Steel ring.

Steel ring.

Connection tread / tyre
with wheel centre / rim

ZST-version: Vulcanised tread.

Casted tread.

Casted tread.

Tread & tyre hardness

70° ±4° shore A

65° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

92° ±3° shore A

-30° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-30° C - +80° C
temporarily up to +100° C

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

-30° C - +70° C
temporarily up to +90° C

good

very good

very good

excellent

Operating noise

very good

very good

good

good

Floor surface preservation

very good

very good

good

good

Temperature resistance
Rolling resistance

Non-marking

Optional

Optional

Chemical resistance

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Refer to ‘Chemical resistance’,
page 36-37

Bearing types
(refer to page 60-61)

Options



Additional considerations



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Tyre is suitable for standard rims
listed in the table on page 474.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 25 km/h
are permissible.



At ambient temperatures above
+60° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Suitable for wheel centres with
outer diameter h11.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.



At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Suitable for wheel centres with
outer diameter h11.



Page

474

475-476

477

478-479
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Non-marking tyre (-SN)



Non-marking, natural colour tyre
(-SN)

At ambient temperatures above
+40° C the load capacity is
reduced.
 Suitable for wheel centres with
outer diameter h11.
 With a reduced load capacity,
max. speeds of up to 16 km/h
are permissible.
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Wheel bearing types

The wheel bearing is important for the rolling
characteristics of a wheel and, consequently,
for the mobility of the application equipment.
It must meet the requirements concerning load capacity, duration of operation,
environmental inﬂuences, starting and rolling
resistance and possible further requirement
criteria.

60

Plain bore

Roller bearing

(indicated as ‘G’ in the product code)

(indicated as ‘R’ in the product code)

The plain bore is a simple, cost-effective and
durable wheel bearing, corrosion-resistant
and maintenance-free under standard
conditions.
Plain bores are mainly used for light duty and
transport equipment castors and are suitable
for low speeds and intermittent use.
For wheels with tubular steel hubs, plain bore
bushes made of nylon are used.
At high speeds under high loads, overheating
may occur. Cast iron wheels with plain bore
must be regularly lubricated.

The roller bearing is a sturdy, robust, largely
maintenance-free wheel bearing type which
only requires a small mounting space.
Roller bearings (also called needle bearings)
have a small radial bearing play and have
proven particularly successful with castors for
transport equipment.
Roller bearings consist of steel rollers ﬁtted
into a plastic or steel cage. These rollers roll
between the axle tube and the wheel hub. As
there is no sliding friction, only rolling friction
during the rotation around the axle, the rolling
resistance of the wheel is relatively low, even
with higher loads.
Roller bearings are lubricated with long-life
grease and are maintenance-free under
standard conditions.
In addition to the standard version, roller
bearings are also available in stainless steel
(indicated as ‘XR’ in the product code).

we innovate mobility

Central ball bearing (C)
with ball bearing cover
(indicated as ‘K’ in the product code)
A central ball bearing offers a very precise,
light running performance and a good sealing.
These bearings are mostly used for synthetic
wheels with small loads and for guide rollers.
The wheel centre is directly injected onto the
central ball bearing.
The central bearing is equipped with two
sealing caps (slipping sealing, so-called
2RS-bearing) as standard.
Ball bearings are lubricated with long-life
grease and are maintenance-free under
standard conditions.

www.blickle.com
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Wheel bearing types

Central ball bearing (C) with
additional ball bearing seals
(indicated as ‘KD’ in the product code)
A special additional ball bearing seal is
available where high sealing requirements
are needed for ball bearings used in corrosive
wet applications. The combination of ball
bearing sealing caps (slipping sealing,
so-called 2RS-bearings), clearance sealing
and additional slipping sealing ensures
an optimum protection of the ball bearing
against splash water and contamination.
Wheels with additional ball bearing seals are
suitable for machine washing. The slipping
sealing produces a slightly increased rolling
resistance.
Ball bearings are lubricated with long-life
grease and are maintenance-free under
standard conditions.

www.blickle.com

Ball bearing
(indicated as ‘K’ in the product code)

The bearing type with grooved ball bearing
(also called precision ball bearing) meets
highest demands on load capacity, rolling
characteristics (also at higher speeds) and
resistance to environmental influences.
Grooved ball bearings have the smallest
bearing play and are mainly used for
technically demanding transport equipment
castors and heavy duty castors. A cover plate
provides protection against dust (non-slipping
sealing, so-called Z-bearing). For special
requirements, ball bearings can be fitted with
one or two sealing caps (slipping sealing,
so-called RS or 2RS-bearing). Wheel bearings
with sealed ball bearings (RS, 2RS) should
not be lubricated as the ball bearing could
be damaged.
Grooved ball bearings are lubricated with
long-life grease and are maintenance-free
under standard conditions.
As standard, two ball bearings are fitted into
the hub. The ball bearings inner rings are
separated by means of a spacer sleeve to
ensure a tight fit.
In addition to the standard version, ball
bearings are also available in stainless steel
(indicated as ‘XK’ in the product code), with
special heat-resistant grease (indicated as
‘HK’ in the product code, stainless steel version: indicated as ‘HXK’ in the product code) or
as heat-resistant ball bearing (oven bearing,
indicated as ‘IK’ in the product code).
With a reduced load capacity heat-resistant
ball bearings are suitable at temperatures
between -30° C and +300° C.

Ball bearing with additional
ball bearing seals
(indicated as ‘KD’ in the product code)
A special additional ball bearing seal is
available where high sealing requirements
are needed for ball bearings used in corrosive
wet applications. The combination of ball
bearing sealing caps (slipping sealing,
so-called 2RS-bearings), clearance sealing
and additional slipping sealing ensures
an optimum protection of the ball bearing
against splash water and contamination.
Wheels with additional ball bearing seals are
suitable for machine washing. The slipping
sealing produces a slightly increased rolling
resistance.
The axle diameter is reduced and the
clamping length is increased by 2 mm as the
sealing elements assume the function of the
flanged bushes.
Wheels with ball bearing seals can be fitted
easily into swivel and fixed brackets.
Due to the smaller axle diameter, sealed
versions are only conditionally suitable for
end wheel applications.
In comparison to ball bearing seals, the
additional slipping rubber sealing is not used
in the ball bearing cover (indicated as ‘HKA’,
‘XKA’ in the product code).
The option -XKA is also suitable for machine
washing due to the stainless steel ball
bearings.

Spherical roller bearing
(indicated as ‘PR’ in the product code)

Spherical roller bearings have two roller
rows which have a large rolling body contact
surface and therefore attain an extremely
high load capacity with relatively small
dimensions.
Spherical roller bearings offer angular
mobility and are therefore insensitive to axle
deﬂections. Due to the extremely high load
rating, remarkable operational performance
is reached. Spherical roller bearings are
therefore preferred for use in heavy duty
wheels for plant engineering with continuous
use.
As standard, two spherical roller bearings
are ﬁtted into the hub. The spherical roller
bearings inner rings are separated by means
of a spacer sleeve to ensure a tight ﬁt.
Spherical roller bearings have no sealing
as standard. Special sealing washers for
spherical roller bearings are available upon
request.
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Pressed steel swivel brackets for light duty castors
The matching fixed brackets correspond to the respective swivel brackets in terms of dimensions and load
capacities. The plate size is slightly
larger with some fixed castors than
the corresponding swivel castors.

Series

LRA / LKRA

LPA / LKPA

LMDA

LDA

Light duty swivel brackets
with bolt hole fitting

Light duty swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

Light duty twin wheel swivel
brackets with bolt hole fitting

Light duty twin wheel swivel
brackets with top plate fitting

For wheel Ø

35 - 150 mm

35 - 150 mm

50 - 75 mm

50 - 75 mm

Load capacity

up to 150 kg

up to 150 kg

up to 100 kg

up to 100 kg

Bracket structure

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head. Dynamically pressed swivel head.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head. Dynamically pressed swivel head.

Brake lever: Synthetic.

Brake lever: Synthetic.

Brake lever:
LRA series: Synthetic
LKRA series: Steel

Brake lever:
LPA series: Synthetic
LKPA series: Steel

Surface

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Bolt hole fitting

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting

Top plate fitting

 Threaded

pin (-GS10 / -GS12)
pin (-ES)
 Synthetic castor socket
(refer to page 111)
 Expander fitting for round and
square tubes (refer to page 111)
 Special colours (electrostatic
powder coating)
 Bumper (refer to page 111)
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BRA, BKRA

BPA, BKPA

Additional considerations

 To

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

 Plug-in
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attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be inmittels
contacteiner
with Schraube
the
Befestigung
appliance
or equipment.
oder
den oben
beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Special colours (electrostatic
powder coating)

 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Synthetic swivel brackets

Series

LWK / LWG

LWK / LWG

LWK / LWG

LWKX / LWGX

Synthetic swivel brackets
with bolt hole fitting

Synthetic swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

Synthetic swivel brackets
with stem fitting

Synthetic swivel brackets,
corrosion-resistant,
with bolt hole fitting

For wheel Ø

100 - 125 mm

100 - 125 mm

100 - 125 mm

100 - 125 mm

Load capacity

up to 110 kg

up to 110 kg

up to 110 kg

up to 110 kg

Bracket structure

High-quality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, encapsulated,
double-sealed grooved ball
bearing in the swivel head.
Modern, shapely design.

High-quality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, encapsulated,
double-sealed grooved ball
bearing in the swivel head.
Modern, shapely design.

High-quality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, encapsulated,
double-sealed grooved ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
bolted and secured steel plug-in
stem fitting.
Modern, shapely design.

High-quality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, encapsulated,
double-sealed grooved ball
bearing in the swivel head.
All parts incl. axle material are
corrosion-resistant.
Modern, shapely design.

Surface

LWK: Grey white RAL 9002.
LWG: Silver grey RAL 7001.

LWK: Grey white RAL 9002.
LWG: Silver grey RAL 7001.
Steel top plate fitting: Zinc-plated.

LWK: Grey white RAL 9002.
LWG: Silver grey RAL 7001.
Steel stem fitting: Zinc-plated.

LWKX: Grey white RAL 9002.
LWGX: Silver grey RAL 7001.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-20° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +100° C

-20° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +100° C

-20° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +100° C

-20° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +100° C

Fitting types

Bolt hole fitting

Top plate fitting

Stem fitting

Bolt hole fitting

 Electrically

 Electrically

 Electrically


Plate

conductive (-ELS)
lock (1 x 360°),
combined with wheel brake
(-RIFI)
 Special colour

 Electrically

 Threaded

 Directional

 Threaded

 To


Befestigung
To attain the
mittels
maximum
einer

Swivel head seal

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

conductive (-ELS)
pin (-GS10 / -GS12)
 Expander fitting for round and
square tubes (refer to page 126)
 Special colour
 Bumper (refer to page 127)

conductive (-ELS)
size 78x66 mm (-P28)
 Directional lock (1 x 360°),
combined with wheel brake
(-RIFI)
 Special colour

conductive (-ELS)
pin (-GSX10 / -GSX12)
 Expander fitting for round and
square tubes (refer to page 126)
 Special colour
 Bumper (refer to page 127)

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV
Additional considerations
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 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

Schraube
load
oder
capacity
den oben
the entire
beschriebenen
top plate
Befestigungselementen
must be in contact with the
(siehe
appliance
Options)
or equipment.
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Synthetic swivel brackets / Pressed steel swivel brackets for transport equipment castors

Series

LWKX / LWGX

LWKX / LWGX

LKDG / LKDB

LE

Synthetic swivel brackets,
corrosion-resistant,
with top plate fitting

Synthetic swivel brackets,
corrosion-resistant,
with stem fitting

Synthetic twin wheel swivel
brackets

Pressed steel swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

For wheel Ø

100 - 125 mm

100 - 125 mm

50 - 100 mm

60 - 200 mm

Load capacity

up to 110 kg

up to 110 kg

up to 110 kg

up to 300 kg

Bracket structure

High-quality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, encapsulated,
double-sealed grooved ball
bearing in the swivel head.
All parts incl. axle material are
corrosion-resistant.
Modern, shapely design.

High-quality, impact-resistant and
reinforced nylon, encapsulated,
double-sealed grooved ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
stainless steel bolted and secured
plug-in stem fitting.
All parts incl. axle material are
corrosion-resistant.
Modern, shapely design.

High-quality, impact-resistant
nylon, with high-quality synthetic
plain bore in the swivel head.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head. The
special Blickle dynamic riveting
process of the swivel head results
in minimal swivel head play and
smooth rolling characteristics with
an increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves.

Surface

LWKX: Grey white/LWGX: Silver grey.
Stainless steel top plate fitting:
Vibration-ground finished.

LWKX: Grey white RAL 9002.
LWGX: Silver grey RAL 7001.

LKDG: Light grey RAL 7035.
LKDB: Black RAL 9005.
Steel threaded pin: Zinc-plated.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by an integrated
ball spacer in the supporting
swivel bearing.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-20° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +100° C

-20° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +100° C

-30° C to +70° C,
temporarily up to +80° C

-30° C to +70° C

Fitting types

Top plate fitting

Stem fitting

Threaded pin

Top plate fitting

 Electrically

 Electrically

 Electrically

 Synthetic


Plate

 Directional

 Stainless

 Steel

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

conductive (-ELS)
size 90x66 mm (-PX26)
 Directional lock (1 x 360°),
combined with wheel brake
(-RIFI)
 Special colour

conductive (-ELS)
lock (1 x 360°),
combined with wheel brake
(-RIFI)
 Special colour

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV
Additional considerations
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conductive (-ELS)
steel version
 Zinc-plated steel top plate
fitting (-P...)
 Zinc-plated steel plug-in pin
(-ES)
 Special colour

foot guard (-FP)
foot guard (-FS)
 Stainless steel axle tube (-XA)

B
 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Pressed steel swivel brackets for transport equipment castors

Series

LER

LEZ

L

LR

Pressed steel swivel brackets
with bolt hole fitting

Pressed steel swivel brackets
with stem fitting

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
medium duty brackets,
with top plate fitting

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
medium duty brackets,
with bolt hole fitting

For wheel Ø

60 - 200 mm

75 - 200 mm

60 - 280 mm

60 mm

Load capacity

up to 300 kg

up to 300 kg

up to 600 kg

200 kg

Bracket structure

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head. The
steel plug-in stem and strong
central kingpin are either firmly
bolted and secured or made of one
piece. The special Blickle dynamic
riveting process of the swivel head
results in minimal swivel head
play and smooth rolling characteristics with an increased service life
achieved by the work hardening of
the ball race grooves.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin (wheel Ø
150-280 mm). The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves.

Surface

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by an integrated
ball spacer in the supporting
swivel bearing (exception:
plate size 175x175 mm).

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +70° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Bolt hole fitting

Stem fitting

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting

 Synthetic

foot guard (-FP)
foot guard (-FS)
 Stainless steel axle tube (-XA)

 Synthetic

 Synthetic

 Steel

 Steel

 Steel

 To

 To

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

foot guard (-FP)
foot guard (-FS)

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV
Additional considerations
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foot guard (-FP)
foot guard (-FS)
 Stainless steel axle tube (-XA)

B, BH
attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be inmittels
contacteiner
with Schraube
the
Befestigung
appliance
or equipment.
oder
den oben
beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Pressed steel swivel brackets for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Series

LK

LKR

LU

LH

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
medium heavy duty brackets,
with top plate fitting

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
medium heavy duty brackets,
with bolt hole fitting

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
closed medium heavy duty
brackets, with top plate fitting

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
heavy duty brackets,
with top plate fitting

For wheel Ø

65 - 200 mm

65 - 125 mm

125 - 200 mm

60 - 250 mm

Load capacity

up to 600 kg

up to 350 kg

up to 750 kg

up to 900 kg

Bracket structure

Heavy pressed steel parts, double
ball bearing in the swivel head,
with strong central kingpin (wheel
Ø 125x50 - 200 mm). The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves.

Heavy pressed steel parts, double
ball bearing in the swivel head,
with strong central kingpin. The
special Blickle dynamic riveting
process of the swivel head results
in minimal swivel head play and
smooth rolling characteristics with
an increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves.

Heavy pressed steel parts, fourpoint contact ball bearing in the
swivel head for optimal absorption
of vertical and horizontal forces.
The use of hardened bearing seats
in conjunction with the special
Blickle dynamic riveting process
provides increased protection
against shocks and impact loads
and results in smooth rolling
characteristics, low abrasion and
an increased service life.

Heavy pressed steel parts, heavy
fork and top plate, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, four
hardened bearing seats, very
strong bolted and secured central
kingpin. Minimum wear at high
loads. Particularly insensitive to
shock and impact loads.

Surface

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by an integrated
ball spacer in the supporting
swivel bearing.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Closed sealed swivel head.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +70° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +100° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

 Steel

 Stainless

 Steel



Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

foot guard (-FS)
steel axle tube (-XA)

steel axle tube (-XA)

 Stainless
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BK, BH

Additional considerations
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 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

foot guard (-FS)
steel axle tube (-XA)

Steel foot guard (-FS)
Sprung foot guard (-FG)
 Truck lock (FF...)
 Stainless steel axle tube (-XA)

 Stainless



BH

BH
Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Swivel brackets for heavy duty castors

Series

LHZ

LHD

LT

LO

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
heavy duty brackets,
with stem fitting

Pressed steel twin wheel swivel
brackets, heavy duty brackets,
with top plate fitting

Malleable cast iron swivel
brackets with top plate fitting

Welded steel heavy duty swivel
brackets

For wheel Ø

125 - 200 mm

60 - 125 mm

65 - 150 mm

125 - 250 mm

Load capacity

up to 800 kg

up to 500 kg

up to 750 kg

up to 1200 kg

Bracket structure

Heavy pressed steel parts, heavy
fork and top plate, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, four
hardened bearing seats, very
strong bolted and secured welded
steel plug-in stem. Minimum wear
at high loads. Particularly insensitive to shock and impact loads.

Heavy pressed steel parts, heavy
fork and top plate, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, four
hardened bearing seats, very
strong bolted and secured central
kingpin. Minimum wear at high
loads. Particularly insensitive to
shock and impact loads.

Malleable cast iron, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, fitted
grease nipple (wheel Ø 65-80 mm:
single ball bearing).

Sturdy welded steel construction,
double ball bearing in the swivel
head, four hardened bearing seats,
fitted grease nipple, bolted and
secured with a welded very strong
central kingpin.

Surface

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by labyrinth design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Stem fitting

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options



 Plate

size 175x140 mm (-35)
foot guard (-FS)
 Truck lock (FF...)
 Stainless steel axle tube (-XA)

Steel foot guard (-FS)
steel axle tube (-XA)

 Steel

 Stainless

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV
Additional considerations
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BOD
 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.



For fixed castors the long plate
side is parallel to the wheel axle.

BT

BO
Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Swivel brackets for heavy duty castors / Spring-loaded heavy duty swivel brackets

Series

LOD

LS

LSD

LHF

Welded steel heavy duty twin
wheel swivel brackets

Welded steel heavy duty swivel
brackets, strong swivel head
design

Welded steel heavy duty twin
wheel swivel brackets, strong
swivel head design

Pressed steel swivel brackets,
heavy duty brackets,
with steel spring

For wheel Ø

75 - 125 mm

100 - 620 mm

80 - 500 mm

100 - 200 mm

Load capacity

up to 1200 kg

up to 12000 kg

up to 20000 kg

up to 800 kg

Bracket structure

Sturdy welded steel construction,
double ball bearing in the swivel
head, four hardened bearing seats,
fitted grease nipple, bolted and
secured with a welded very strong
central kingpin.

Particularly rugged welded steel
construction, axial grooved ball
bearing DIN 711 and tapered roller
bearing DIN 720 in the swivel
head, fitted grease nipple, bolted
and secured with a welded very
strong central kingpin.

Particularly rugged welded steel
construction, axial grooved ball
bearing DIN 711 and tapered roller
bearing DIN 720 in the swivel
head, fitted grease nipple, bolted
and secured with a welded very
strong central kingpin.

Heavy pressed steel parts, heavy
fork and top plate, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, four
hardened bearing seats, very
strong bolted and secured central
kingpin. Minimum wear at high
loads. Particularly insensitive to
shock and impact loads. Rugged
hinged plate construction with
steel spring mechanism.

Surface

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, yellow-passivated,
Cr6-free or lacquered, red.

Zinc-plated, yellow-passivated,
Cr6-free or lacquered, red.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by labyrinth design.

Ball protection by sealing ring and
labyrinth design.

Ball protection by sealing ring and
labyrinth design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +100° C

-30° C to +100° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

 Steel

foot guard (-FS)
foot guard (-FG)
 Truck lock (FF...)
 Stainless steel axle tube (-XA)

 Steel

BS

BSD

BHF

 For

Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

foot guard (-FS)

 Sprung

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV

BOD

Additional considerations

 For
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fixed castors the long plate
side is parallel to the wheel axle.
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fixed castors the long plate
side is parallel to the wheel axle.
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Blickle swivel and fixed castor bracket series

9RoHS

Spring-loaded heavy duty swivel brackets / Stainless steel swivel brackets for light duty castors

Series

LPFE

LSFN

LSFE

LRXA / LKRXA

Heavy duty swivel brackets
with polyurethane torsion springs

Welded steel heavy duty swivel
brackets with steel spring

Welded steel heavy duty swivel
brackets with polyurethane spring

Stainless steel light duty swivel
brackets with bolt hole fitting

For wheel Ø

100 - 150 mm

160 - 300 mm

160 - 250 mm

50 - 125 mm

Load capacity

up to 500 kg

up to 2400 kg

up to 1800 kg

up to 120 kg

Bracket structure

Sturdy steel construction, heavy
duty forged fork, with either one
or two (wheel Ø 125x50 mm or
larger) sealed, lubricated for life
grooved ball bearings in the swivel
head. Excellent spring damper
characteristics due to the patented
Woodruff key design.

Particularly rugged welded steel
construction, axial grooved ball
bearing DIN 711 and tapered roller
bearing DIN 720 in the swivel
head, ﬁtted grease nipple, bolted
and secured with a welded very
strong central kingpin. Rugged
hinged plate construction.

Particularly rugged welded steel
construction, axial grooved ball
bearing DIN 711 and tapered roller
bearing DIN 720 in the swivel
head, ﬁtted grease nipple, bolted
and secured with a welded very
strong central kingpin. Rugged
hinged plate construction.

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head, with strong
central kingpin. The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves. All parts incl. axle
material are corrosion-resistant.

Surface

Zinc-plated, yellow-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, yellow-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, yellow-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Vibration-ground ﬁnished.

Ball protection by sealing ring and
labyrinth design.

Ball protection by sealing ring and
labyrinth design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Swivel head seal

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-20° C to +80° C

-30° C to +100° C

-20° C to +80° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Top plate ﬁtting

Top plate ﬁtting

Top plate ﬁtting

Bolt hole ﬁtting

 Alternative

 Expander

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

 Stem

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV

BPFE

Additional considerations

www.blickle.com

ﬁtting (-ZA)

BSFN

spring tension

ﬁtting for round and
square tubes (refer to page 352)
 Stainless steel plug-in stem
(-ZAX51)
 Bumper (refer to page 352)

BSFE

BRXA, BKRXA

 The


Befestigung
To attain the
mittels
maximum
einer

spring characteristics are
adjustable by a simple elastomer
spring replacement.

Schraube
load
oder
capacity
den oben
the entire
beschriebenen
top plate
Befestigungselementen
must be in contact with the
(siehe
appliance
Options)
or equipment.
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Stainless steel swivel brackets for light duty and transport equipment castors

Series

LPXA / LKPXA

LEX

LEXR

LEXZ

Stainless steel light duty swivel
brackets with top plate fitting

Stainless steel swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

Stainless steel swivel brackets
with bolt hole fitting

Stainless steel swivel brackets
with stem fitting

For wheel Ø

50 - 125 mm

75 - 200 mm

75 - 200 mm

75 - 200 mm

Load capacity

up to 120 kg

up to 300 kg

up to 300 kg

up to 300 kg

Bracket structure

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head, with strong
central kingpin. The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves. All parts incl. axle
material are corrosion-resistant.

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves. All parts incl. axle
material are corrosion-resistant.

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head, with strong
central kingpin. The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves. All parts incl. axle
material are corrosion-resistant.

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing in
the swivel head. The stainless steel
plug-in stem and strong central
kingpin are either firmly bolted
and secured or made of one piece.
The special Blickle dynamic riveting
process of the swivel head results
in minimal swivel head play and
smooth rolling characteristics with
an increased service life achieved by
the work hardening of the ball race
grooves. All parts incl. axle material
are corrosion-resistant.

Surface

Vibration-ground finished.

Vibration-ground finished.

Vibration-ground finished.

Vibration-ground finished.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by an integrated
ball spacer in the supporting
swivel bearing.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +70° C

-30° C to +130° C

-30° C to +130° C

Fitting types

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting

Stem fitting

 Automatic

 Synthetic

 Synthetic

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

direction reset device
(-RIR2)
 Castor suitable for machine
washing (DIN 18867-8) (-GKN)
 Synthetic foot guard (-FP)

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV

BPXA, BKPXA

Additional considerations
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foot guard (-FP)

foot guard (-FP)

BX
 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

 To attain the
Befestigung
mittels
einer Schraube
maximum
load
oder
den oben
beschriebenen
capacity
the entire
top plate
Befestigungselementen
must be in contact with the
(siehe
Options)
appliance
or equipment.
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Blickle swivel and fixed castor bracket series
Stainless steel swivel brackets for transport equipment castors / Heat-resistant pressed steel swivel brackets

Series

9RoHS

LX

LKX

LI

LIR

Stainless steel swivel brackets,
medium duty brackets,
with top plate fitting

Stainless steel heavy duty swivel
brackets with top plate fitting

Heat-resistant pressed steel
swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

Heat-resistant pressed steel
swivel brackets
with bolt hole fitting

For wheel Ø

100 - 200 mm

75 - 200 mm

80 - 200 mm

80 - 125 mm

Load capacity

up to 400 kg

up to 800 kg

up to 400 kg

up to 150 kg

Bracket structure

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head, with strong
central kingpin. The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves. All parts incl. axle
material are corrosion-resistant.

Heavy pressed chromium-nickel
stainless steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin (wheel Ø
125x50 - 200 mm). The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in minimal
swivel head play and smooth
rolling characteristics with an
increased service life achieved
by the work hardening of the ball
race grooves. All parts incl. axle
material are corrosion-resistant.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in smooth
rolling characteristics, increased
service life and the swivel head
play is set specifically for high
temperature applications.

Pressed steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in smooth
rolling characteristics, increased
service life and the swivel head
play is set specifically for high
temperature applications.

Surface

Vibration-ground finished.

Vibration-ground finished.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by an integrated
ball spacer in the supporting
swivel bearing.

Ball protection by an integrated
ball spacer in the supporting
swivel bearing.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-30° C to +70° C

-30° C to +70° C

-35° C to +270° C,
temporarily up to +300° C

-35° C to +270° C,
temporarily up to +300° C

Fitting types

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting

 Synthetic

 Automatic

 Teflon-coated

 Teflon-coated

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

foot guard (-FP)

(-RIR2)

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV
Additional considerations
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BX

BKX

direction reset device

stainless steel
axle tube (-XAT)

stainless steel
axle tube (-XAT)

B, BI
 At

high temperatures, the
passivation may slightly alter,
but the corrosion protection
remains intact.


Befestigung
To attain the
mittels
maximum
einer

Schraube
load
oder
capacity
den oben
the entire
beschriebenen
top plate
Befestigungselementen
must be in contact with the
(siehe
appliance
Options)
or equipment.
 At high temperatures, the passivation may slightly alter, but the
corrosion protection remains intact.
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Heat-resistant pressed steel and stainless steel swivel brackets

Series

LIK

LIX

LIXR

LIKX

Heat-resistant pressed steel
heavy duty swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

Heat-resistant stainless steel
swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

Heat-resistant stainless steel
swivel brackets
with bolt hole fitting

Heat-resistant stainless steel
heavy duty swivel brackets
with top plate fitting

For wheel Ø

100 - 125 mm

80 - 200 mm

80 - 125 mm

100 - 125 mm

Load capacity

up to 350 kg

up to 400 kg

up to 150 kg

up to 300 kg

Bracket structure

Heavy pressed steel parts, double
ball bearing in the swivel head.
The special Blickle dynamic
riveting process of the swivel
head results in smooth rolling
characteristics, increased service
life and the swivel head play is set
specifically for high temperature
applications.

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head, with strong
central kingpin. The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in smooth
rolling characteristics, increased
service life and the swivel head
play is set specifically for high
temperature applications. All parts
incl. axle material are corrosionresistant.

Pressed chromium-nickel stainless
steel parts, double ball bearing
in the swivel head, with strong
central kingpin. The special Blickle
dynamic riveting process of the
swivel head results in smooth
rolling characteristics, increased
service life and the swivel head
play is set specifically for high
temperature applications. All parts
incl. axle material are corrosionresistant.

Heavy pressed chromium-nickel
stainless steel parts, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, with
strong central kingpin. The special
Blickle dynamic riveting process of
the swivel head results in smooth
rolling characteristics, increased
service life and the swivel head
play is set specifically for high
temperature applications. All parts
incl. axle material are corrosionresistant.

Surface

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Vibration-ground finished.

Vibration-ground finished.

Vibration-ground finished.

Swivel head seal

Ball protection by a highly heatresistant sealing ring.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Ball protection by a highly heatresistant sealing ring.

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-35° C to +270° C,
temporarily up to +300° C

-35° C to +270° C,
temporarily up to +300° C

-35° C to +270° C,
temporarily up to +300° C

-35° C to +270° C,
temporarily up to +300° C

Fitting types

Top plate fitting

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting

Top plate fitting

Options

 Teflon-coated

 Swivel

 Swivel

 Teflon-coated

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV

BK, BIK

BX

Additional considerations

 At

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
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stainless steel
axle tube (-XAT)

high temperatures, the
passivation may slightly alter,
but the corrosion protection
remains intact.
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head without grease
(-OF)
 Teflon-coated stainless steel
axle tube (-XAT)

head without grease
(-OF)
 Teflon-coated stainless steel
axle tube (-XAT)

stainless steel
axle tube (-XAT)

BKX
 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.

Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)
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Blickle swivel and fixed castor bracket series

9RoHS

Swivel brackets for compact castors and levelling castors

Series

LD

HRLH / HRLHD

HRIG

HRP / HRSP

Twin wheel swivel brackets

Pressed steel heavy duty swivel
brackets for levelling castors,
with top plate fitting

Swivel brackets for levelling
castors with bolt hole fitting
(female thread)

Swivel brackets for levelling
castors with top plate fitting

For wheel Ø

50 - 60 mm

75 mm

45- 72 mm

45 - 90 mm

Load capacity

up to 250 kg

up to 600 kg

up to 750 kg

up to 2000 kg

Bracket structure

Zinc die-cast swivel bracket, with
high-quality ball bearing in the
swivel head, with zinc-plated steel
threaded pin M16x20.

Heavy pressed steel parts, heavy
fork and top plate, double ball
bearing in the swivel head, four
hardened bearing seats, very
strong bolted and secured central
kingpin. Minimum wear at high
loads. Particularly insensitive to
shock and impact loads.
Steel truck lock.

Die-cast aluminium, ball bearing
in the swivel head, forged hexagon
steel plate, hard rubber truck lock.

Die-cast aluminium, ball bearing
in the swivel head, with steel top
plate fitting, hard rubber or aluminium (HRSP) truck lock, black.

Surface

Steel threaded pin: Zinc-plated,
blue-passivated, Cr6-free.

Zinc-plated, blue-passivated,
Cr6-free.

Powder-coated, colour ivory.
Steel parts: Zinc-plated, bluepassivated, Cr6-free.

Powder-coated, colour ivory.
Steel parts: Zinc-plated, bluepassivated, Cr6-free.

Ball protection by the special
swivel head design.

Sealing ring.

Sealing ring.

Swivel head seal

Maintenance under
standard conditions

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Maintenance-free,
lubricated with long-life grease.

Temperature resistance

-20° C to +60° C

-30° C to +90° C

-10° C to +90° C

-10° C to +90° C

Fitting types

Threaded pin

Top plate fitting

Bolt hole fitting (female thread)

Top plate fitting

 Stainless

 Stainless

Brake systems (ref. to page 80-83)
oVWRSƂ[p
‘stop-top’
‘central-stop’
‘ideal-stop’
‘Radstop’
Directional lock
Options

steel version

steel version

0DWFKLQJƂ[HGEUDFNHWVHULHV
Additional considerations
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Befestigung mittels einer Schraube
oder den oben beschriebenen
Befestigungselementen
(siehe Options)

 To

attain the maximum load
capacity the entire top plate
must be in contact with the
appliance or equipment.
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Fitting types

Plate
(Top plate)
The castors are ﬁtted to any equipment with a
ﬂat base by means of bolts and nuts. The bolt
hole spacings are standardised.
Plate ﬁttings are available for swivel and ﬁxed
castors and used for light duty, transport
equipment and heavy duty castors.
For castors with directional lock the shorter
side of the top plate has to be aligned in
driving direction.
The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting plate ﬁttings:
 Plate size (external dimension)
 Bolt hole spacing
 Bolt hole Ø
Top plate drawings with external dimensions
and bolt hole spacings: Refer to page 76-79.

74

Bolt hole

Steel plug-in stem

With bolt hole ﬁttings, a connection element
(e.g. a bolt) is pushed through the bolt hole of
the swivel head. Levelling castors consist of
a bolt hole with internal thread and the connection element is screwed into the central
kingpin of the swivel bracket from the side of
the equipment.

The castors are ﬁtted by means of a plug-in
stem which can be inserted into a corresponding tube or hole and secured in place. The
stem is ﬁrmly connected to the castor and
can be secured against turning or loosening
by means of a ﬁxing bolt (cross hole).
For castors with directional lock the ﬁxing
hole position has to be aligned at right angle
to the driving direction.

The load capacities indicated are only
attained if the entire diameter of the top plate
of the swivel castor is in contact with the
appliance or equipment.
This type of ﬁtting does not offer a positive
location ﬁt and therefore reduces the load
capacity of the swivel head locking.

The load capacities indicated are only
attained if the entire diameter of the top plate
of the swivel castor is in contact with the
appliance or equipment.
Stem ﬁttings are mainly used for light duty
and transport equipment castors.

The ﬁtting of the castor is cost effective as
only a bolt (ideally in acc. to DIN 912) is necessary. This type of ﬁtting is mainly used for
light duty and transport equipment castors.

Stainless steel plug-in stems are available for
stainless steel swivel castors.

The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting bolt hole ﬁttings:
 Plate Ø (external dimension) (D)
 Bolt hole Ø (d)

The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting plug-in stem ﬁttings:
 Stem Ø (P)
 Stem length (Q)
 Position retaining hole if available (H)

Ø retaining hole if available (d)

we innovate mobility

Threaded pin
(Product code suffix: -GS...)

The castors are fitted to the transport unit by
means of a threaded pin which is tightened to
a thread or a cylindrical hole and a nut.
Threaded pin fittings are mainly used for light
duty castors.
Stainless steel threaded pins (-GSX...) are
available for synthetic corrosion-resistant
swivel castors.
The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting threaded pin fittings:
 Threaded pin Ø (P)
 Length of the threaded pin (protrusion from
the castor) (Q)
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Fitting types

Plug-in pin
(Product code suffix: -ES)

The castors are ﬁtted by means of plug-in
pins which are inserted into an accommodating tube or hole by means of synthetic castor
sockets.
The plug-in pin is ﬁrmly connected with the
castor. A spring ring secures the swivel castor
against loosening.
This ﬁtting does not have an anti-twist
lock therefore a swivel head locking is not
effective.
With plug-in pin ﬁttings, the castors can
be quickly and cost effectively ﬁtted to
equipment.
Plug-in pin ﬁttings are mainly used for light
duty castors.
The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting plug-in pin ﬁttings:
 Plug-in pin Ø (P))
 Length of the plug-in pin (Q)

Synthetic castor sockets
for round tubes
(Product code: RHR...)
Synthetic castor sockets are adapters which
reduce the internal diameter of tubes to the
plug-in pin’s diameter. The synthetic castor
socket is pressed or driven into the accommodating recess (round tube).
Then, the swivel castor is inserted into the
castor socket by means of a plug-in pin.
The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting synthetic castor
sockets:
 Internal tube Ø (P)
 Plug-in pin Ø (d)
 Fitting length (Q)
 Flange length (B)

Metal expander

Synthetic expander

(Product code suffix: -E...)

(Product code suffix: -ER.../-EV...)

The castors are ﬁtted by means of a metal
expander which is inserted into a hole or a
round or square tube. When screwing the
bolt, the wedges are expanded and ﬁrmly
pressed against the inner tube wall. The
tightening torque should be max. 50 Nm. With
reduced loads, the torque can be reduced to
16 Nm for thin-walled tubes.
A hexagon socket on the underside prevents
the expander turning in the ﬁtting tube and
any uncontrolled loosening.
Metal expander ﬁttings are mainly used for
light duty and synthetic castors.

The castors are fitted by means of a synthetic
expander which is inserted into a hole or a
round or square tube. When screwing the bolt,
the wedge is expanded and firmly pressed
against the inner tube wall. In contrast to the
metal expander fittings the inner tube surface
is protected. However, the fitting’s retention
force is lower than with metal expander
fittings.
A hexagon socket on the underside prevents
the expander turning in the fitting tube and
any uncontrolled loosening.
Synthetic expander fittings are used for light
duty and synthetic castors.
As option synthetic expanders are available
with corrosion-resistant clamping bolt
(-EXR.../-EXV...).

The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting expander ﬁttings:
 Internal tube dimension (P)
 Tube shape (round or square tube)
 Fitting length (Q)
 Flange length (B)
Refer to ‘Options’ page 111 and 126

The following dimensions have to be considered when selecting expander fittings:
 Internal tube dimension (P)
 Tube shape (round or square tube)
 Fitting length (Q)
 Flange length (B)
Refer to ‘Options’ page 111, 126 and 352
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Fitting types
Plate fitting
Top plate fittings for light duty and synthetic castors

Plate No. 20

Plate No. 22

Plate No. 23

Plate No. 25

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

LKDB:

Wheel Ø

LPA/BPA:
LPXA/BPXA:
LDA:

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø

Plate No. 26

Plate No. 28

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

LKPXA/BKPXA:
Wheel Ø
LWKX/LWGX-PX26: Wheel Ø

76

50 mm

125 mm
125 mm

LWK/LWG-P28:
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35-100 mm
50-175 mm
50 mm

LDA:
LKDG/LKDB:

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø

75 mm
75-100 mm

LKPA/BKPA:
LKPXA/BKPXA:
LWK/LWG-P25:
LWKX/LWGX-PX25:

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø

80-150 mm
80-125 mm
100-125 mm
100-125 mm

Wheel Ø 100-125 mm
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Fitting types
Plate fitting
Top plate fittings for transport equipment and heavy duty castors

Plate No. 1

Plate No. 3

Plate No. 7

Plate No. 9

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

L:

B:

LE/B:
LEX/BX:
L/B:
LX/BX:
LI/B:
LIX/BX:
LK/BK:
LKX/BKX:
LIK/BIK:
LIKX/BKX:
LH/BH:
LHD:
LHF/BHF:
LPFE/BPFE:
HRLH/HRLHD:

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
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60-125 mm
75-200 mm
75-125 mm
100-125 mm
80-125 mm
80-125 mm
75-125 mm
75-125 mm
100-125 mm
100-125 mm
75-125 mm
60-80 mm
100-125 mm
100-125 mm
75 mm

LE/B:
LEX/BX:
L/B:
LX/BX:
LI/BI:
LIX/BX:
LK/BK:
LKX/BKX:
LU/BH:
LH/BH:
LHD:
LO/BO:
LOD/BOD:
LS/BS:
LSD/BSD:
LHF/BHF:
LPFE/BPFE:
LSFN/BSFN:
LSFE/BSFE:

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø

150-200 mm
150-200 mm
140-250 mm
150-200 mm
150-200 mm
150-200 mm
100-200 mm
125-200 mm
125-200 mm
100-250 mm
80-125 mm
125-300 mm
75-125 mm
100-200 mm
80-125 mm
100-200 mm
125-150 mm
160-200 mm
160-200 mm

Wheel Ø 250-280 mm

Wheel Ø 250-280 mm
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Fitting types
Plate fitting
Top plate fittings for heavy duty castors

Plate No. 35

Plate No. 36

Plate No. 38

Plate No. 39

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

LS/BS:
LSFN/BSFN:
LSFE/BSFE:

LS/BS:
LSD/BSD:

BSD:

LS/BS:
LSD/BSD:
LSFN/BSFN:
LSFE/BSFE:

78

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø

150-400 mm
100-200 mm
200-250 mm
200-250 mm

Wheel Ø 300-520 mm
Wheel Ø 250-300 mm
Wheel Ø
250 mm

Plate No. 42

Plate No. 45

Used in bracket series:

VUsed in bracket series:

LS/BS:
LSD/BSD:

LSD/BSD:

Wheel Ø 250-600 mm
Wheel Ø 250-500 mm
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Wheel Ø 200-620 mm
Wheel Ø 125-360 mm

Wheel Ø

300 mm

Wheel Ø 300-400 mm
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Fitting types
Plate fitting
Top plate fittings for levelling and malleable cast iron castors

Plate No. 72

Plate No. 74

Plate No. 76

Plate No. 78

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

HRP:

Wheel Ø

45-50 mm

HRP:

Wheel Ø

50 mm

HRP:

Wheel Ø

63 mm

HRP:
HRSP:

Wheel Ø
Wheel Ø

Plate No. 89

Plate No. 91

Plate No. 92

Plate No. 93

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

Used in bracket series:

LT/BT:

LT/BT:

LT/BT:

Wheel Ø
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65 mm

LT/BT:

Wheel Ø

75-80 mm

Wheel Ø 100-125 mm

Wheel Ø
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72 mm
90 mm

150 mm
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Options
Wheel and swivel head brakes

Blickle wheel and swivel head brakes
With brake systems the rolling and swivel
motions of swivel castors can be locked
(wheel and swivel head brakes).
‘Non-trailing’, ‘trailing’, ‘stationary’ or
‘central’ brake systems are used.
Related to the rolling direction, ‘nontrailing’ brake systems are fitted to the
front and ‘trailing’ brake systems to the
rear of the castors.
‘Stationary’ brake systems do not rotate
with the swivel head. The brake lever
remains in the same position at all times.
‘Central’ brake systems have the advantage that two or more castors operated at
the transport equipment can be locked by
one brake lever.
The selection of a suitable brake system
depends on the requirements based
upon user-friendliness, fitting conditions,
and user-specific accident prevention
measures.
If brake systems are combined with wheels
with very soft tread/tyres (e.g. VW, VWPP,
P, PK, PS wheel series), the brake forces
are reduced.

STOP
FIX

IDEAL
STOP

Blickle wheel and swivel head
brakes ‘stop-fix’

Blickle wheel and swivel head
brakes ‘stop-top’

Blickle wheel and swivel head
brakes ‘ideal-stop’

(Product code suffix: -FI)

(Product code suffix: -ST)

(Product code suffix: -IS)

For light duty, transport equipment and
heavy duty castors

For transport equipment and heavy duty
castors

For transport equipment and heavy duty
castors

This ‘trailing’ brake system provides a
positive locking of the swivel head
(LU series: non-positive).
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.
A brake spring engages in a toothed spherical
disc and locks both the swivel head and the
wheel due to the special design of the spring.
(LU series: non-positive locking of the swivel
head).

This ‘non-trailing’ brake system provides a
non-positive locking of the swivel head.
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.

This ‘stationary’ brake system does not
rotate together with the swivel castor and
can therefore be always operated at the
same position and provides a non-positive
locking of the swivel head.
For certain castor series and dimensions the
non-positive locking is replaced by a positive
locking.
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.

The holding pressure is adjustable and readjustable for LK and LKX bracket series (wheel
Ø 125x50 mm or larger) as well as LU and LH
bracket series.
The design of this brake system meets the
requirement for a small swivel radius.
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STOP
TOP
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The holding pressure is adjustable and
readjustable.
The rotation radius of the brake lever is
mostly positioned within the wheel’s swivel
radius.

The holding pressure is adjustable and
readjustable.
The castors of the LK and LH bracket series
equipped with these brakes have a total
height which exceeds that of castors without
‘ideal-stop’ by 17 mm. A synthetic adapter
plate (product code: AP3) is available for the
height adjustment of castors without these
brakes.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.
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Options
Wheel and swivel head brakes

CENTRAL
STOP

CENTRAL
STOP

RAD
STOP

RAD
STOP

Blickle central brakes
‘central-stop’

Blickle central brakes
‘central-stop’

Blickle wheel brakes
‘Radstop’

Blickle wheel brakes
‘Radstop’

(Product code suffix: -CS...)

(Product code suffix: -CS...)

(Product code suffix: -RA)

(Product code suffix: -RAH)

For transport equipment castors
LE and LK series

For transport equipment and heavy duty
castors L and LH series

For heavy duty castors
(foot-operated)

For heavy duty castors
(hand-operated)

This brake system provides a non-positive
locking of the swivel head. The locking of
the wheel is achieved by a non-positive, very
strong brake mechanism, designed for high
security and long service life.

This brake system provides a non-positive
locking of the swivel head. The non-positive
locking is supported by a positive locking.
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.

The locking of the wheel is achieved by
a non-positive, simple, very strong brake
mechanism, designed for high security
and long service life. The wheel brake is
operated by foot and provides very strong
braking forces, facilitating a safe fixation of
even extremely heavy loads. With twin wheel
castors, these brakes control both wheels.

The locking of the wheel is achieved by
a non-positive, simple, very strong brake
mechanism, designed for high security
and long service life. The wheel brake is
manually operated and provides very strong
braking forces, facilitating a safe fixation of
even extremely heavy loads. With twin wheel
castors, these brakes control both wheels.

This brake system has the advantage that
two or more castors operated at the transport
equipment can be locked by one brake lever
at the same time. Depending on the brake
lever length, low forces by the operator are
required to apply and to release the brake.
Another benefit is the small operational angle
and the space saving design of the cam
housing. The cam rotates independently from
its housing and the swivel castor.

This brake system has the advantage that
two or more castors operated at the transport
equipment can be locked by one brake lever
at the same time. Depending on the brake
lever length, low forces by the operator are
required to apply and to release the brake.
Another benefit is the very small operational
angle and the space saving design of the cam
housing. The cam rotates independently from
its housing and the swivel castor.

Blickle central brake system for synthetic
castors (detailed description refer to page
126).

The holding pressure is adjustable and
readjustable.

Matching brake levers upon request

Matching brake levers upon request

www.blickle.com
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Options
Brakes / Truck locks / Jacks

Blickle drum brake

Blickle dead man’s brake

Blickle truck lock

Blickle jack

(Product code suffix: -TB / -TBL / -TBR)

(Product code suffix: -TML / -TMR)

(Product code: FF...)

(Product code: WH...)

This brake system consists of two integrated
brake shoes which, when operated, are
pressed onto a cast iron wheel centre which
is conﬁgured as a brake drum.
The drum brake characterizes a high braking
performance with a low operation force. The
brake can be operated by methods such as a
cable pull or a lever arm. The enclosed design
protects the brake shoes against corrosion
and dirt. Therefore the brake performance
is not affected by wet conditions or road
contamination.

The dead man’s brake is based on a drum
brake, however an integrated spring ensures
the brake is applied in a non-operated
condition. With a cable pull or lever arm the
brake can be released.

Truck locks can be ﬁtted to transport equipment, enabling them to be locked in their
resting position. By operating the pedal the
transport equipment is held in place without
being lifted.

Blickle jacks can be ﬁtted to transport
equipment, enabling them to be lifted whilst
in their resting position. The transport equipment is lifted by operating the pedal.

Dead man’s brakes are available in left (product code suffix: -TML) and right (product
code suffix: -TMR) versions.

Truck locks can be combined with LH, LO
and LS castor series and deﬂect by approx.
10 mm when operated.

Refer to chapter 26, page 482.

Refer to chapter 26, page 483.

Drum brakes in heavy duty version are supplied in left (product code suffix: -TBL) and
right (product code suffix: -TBR) versions.

Jacks can be combined with various castor
series. The jacks provide their best performance if the total height of the operated
jack (H1) is 5 mm higher than the selected
swivel or ﬁxed castors. Depending on the
weight of the person operating the transport
equipment, the lifting force is between
150 kg and 250 kg.
Refer to chapter 26, page 483.

Refer to chapter 26, page 482.

Product
code

FF 125
FF 150
FF 160
FF 200

Total height
unoperated

Product
code

(H0) [mm]

Total height
operated, fully
extended
(H1) [mm]

142
170
175
217

180
208
213
255

WH 160
WH 200
WH 250

Total height
unoperated

Total height
operated

(H0) [mm]

(H1) [mm]

166
207
257

209
250
300
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H0
H1

H1

H0

Construction drawing drum brake
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Options
Directional locks

Blickle directional lock for
pressed steel swivel castors

Blickle directional lock for
welded steel swivel castors

Blickle directional lock for
heavy duty swivel castors

Blickle directional lock, combined with
wheel brake for synthetic swivel castors

(Product code: RI...)

(Product code suffix: -RI...)

(Product code suffix: -RI4H)

(Product code suffix: -RIFI)

Directional locks will lock the swivel motion
of a swivel castor to speciﬁed directional
positions. Swivel castors with activated
directional locks can assume the function
of ﬁxed castors.

Directional locks will lock the swivel motion
of a swivel castor to speciﬁed directional
positions. Swivel castors with activated
directional locks can assume the function
of ﬁxed castors.

Directional locks will lock the swivel motion
of a swivel castor to speciﬁed directional
positions. Swivel castors with activated
directional locks can assume the function
of ﬁxed castors.

These directional locks are supplied as
separate parts and must be ﬁtted together
with the swivel castor. Retro-ﬁtting is also
possible as no structural adjustments of the
swivel castor bracket are required.

These directional locks are integrated units
which are welded to the top plate. In addition to the standard positions of 180° (product
code suffix: -RI2, two locking positions) and
90° (product code suffix: -RI4, four locking
positions), these directional locks can also
be adapted to customer-speciﬁc locking
requests. This version is rugged and adapted
to heavy duty castor applications.

These directional locks are units which
are integrated to the top plate and
offer four locking positions (90°) which
are ﬁxed by inserting a locating pin.
This version is extremely rugged and adapted to heavy duty castor applications.

Swivel castor series Blickle WAVE with wheel
diameter 125 mm is available with a combination of directional lock and wheel brake.
The system is operated in two stages.
This ‘trailing’ locking system provides a
positive locking of the swivel head in stage
one as the brake spring engages in a
toothed spherical disc.
In stage two the braking mechanism provides a non-positive locking of the wheel.

This option is available for various swivel
castor series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

This option is available for various heavy
duty swivel castor series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

This option is available for various welded
steel swivel castor series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

Detailed view directional lock

www.blickle.com
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Options

Automatic direction
reset device

Thread guard

Foot guard

Bumper

(Product code suffix: -FA or -FK)

(Product code suffix: -FS, -FP or -FG)

(Product code: AW..., AG... or ARG...)

The RIR2-mechanism is dimensioned for a
particularly long service life.

Thread guards are available as pressed
steel, zinc-plated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free
(product code suffix: -FA) or synthetically
injection-moulded (product code suffix: -FK)
versions.
They prevent threads winding around the
wheel axle, resulting in wheel jamming.
As, in addition to the hub, these thread guards also cover the entire wheel centre, they
also protect the wheel bearings against dirt.

Foot guards are available as pressed steel,
zinc-plated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free (product code suffix: -FS) or as impact-resistant
synthetically injection-moulded (polyethylene) (product code suffix: -FP) versions.
The foot guard is bolted or welded to the
bracket and protects feet from injuries.
The distance to the ﬂoor is 15-25 mm as
standard.

In collisions, bumpers will help prevent wall
and vehicle damage.
Bumpers for round and square tubes are
made of polyethylene or solid rubber and
are available in grey white, silver grey or
grey colour. Bumpers are ﬁxed or attached
to the outer edge of the tubular frame of
the vehicle.
Refer to ‘Options’ pages 111, 127 and 352.

Customer-speciﬁc adjustments in regards of
restoring forces and ﬁxations are possible as
special versions.

This option is available for numerous swivel
and ﬁxed castor series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

Varying distances to the ﬂoor or sprung
zinc-plated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free foot
guard versions (product code suffix: -FG) are
available as special versions.

In addition, rotating bumpers (product code
suffix: -AMW(X), -AMG(X)) are available for
synthetic castors Blickle WAVE. These will
help prevent further scraping of the walls.
The bumpers are directly ﬁtted to the castors
by means of a bolt.
Refer to page 127.

(Product code suffix: -RIR2)

Automatic direction reset devices align swivel
castors to speciﬁed directional positions in an
unloaded state.
This mechanism reduces handling interferences of transport vehicles which are used
in automated installations as well as loading
and unloading stations.

This option is available for numerous swivel
and ﬁxed castor series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

Sprung foot guard
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Options

Hub cap for end wheels
(Product code suffix: -E)

Wheel caps are pressed steel, zinc-plated,
blue-passivated, Cr6-free.
They protect the outer ball bearings against
dirt, dust, etc. and cover the end of the
axle and the wheel ﬁtting in end wheel
applications. The outer ball bearing is slightly
recessed in order to allow for a smooth ﬁtting
of the end cap to the wheel hub’s ball bearing
seat. This reduces the clamping length.
This option is available for various wheel
series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.
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STARLOCK®
stainless steel cap
(Product code: ST-KA...)

®

With STARLOCK -caps, light wheels can
easily be ﬁtted to an axle. The wheel is
placed on the axle as end wheel and the
®
STARLOCK -cap is pressed onto the outer
®
axle to retain the wheel. STARLOCK -caps
are available for the following axle diameters: 12, 15, 20 and 25 mm.

Teflon-coated
stainless steel axle tube

Stainless steel axle tube
(Product code suffix: -XA)

(Product code: XAT...)

Stainless steel axle tubes are ﬁtted to Blickle
stainless steel swivel and ﬁxed castors as
standard.
Also available ﬁtted to standard zinc-plated
swivel and ﬁxed castors to prevent wheel
jamming caused by corrosion (e.g. in wet
applications). With large diameter differences (external to internal axle diameter),
two nylon bushings are pressed into the
stainless steel axle tube.

Teﬂon-coated stainless steel axle tubes consist of a stainless steel axle tube with teflon
sheath. During operation (under rotation and
load), the teflon sheath expands to cover
the inner side of the wheel’s plain bore. The
teflon sheath then rotates around the stainless steel axle tube together with the wheel
giving excellent sliding characteristics.
This option is available for various heatresistant wheel series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

This option is available for various swivel
and ﬁxed castor series.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.
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